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1-George is a very careless driver. His parents are……. about his safety. 

 1-ashamed 2-confused 3-worried 4-excused 

2-"Where is Ali?" "He said he would not....... us for lunch." 

 1-agree 2-guide 3-join 4-connect 

3*-Sometimes they ......whether he can invent anything. 

 1-cover 2-wonder 3-fear 4-appear 

4-His father is a rich man. He is going to rebuild the house without considering the …… . 

 1-account 2-cost 3-price 4-value 

5*-What the computer does is wonderful, it’s able to ….. so many different tasks in a short time. 

 1-provide 2-perform 3-protect 4-permit 

6*-After watching the film, everybody felt ……. . It was a boring one. 

 1-excited 2-depressed 3-happy 4-interested 

7-The telephone number was too long for .............. to remember. 

 1-I 2-me 3-my 4-mine 

8-When building …. cost more, the price of houses will certainly increase. 

 1-metals 2-mantles 3-means 4-materials 

9-If you spend all your time sitting and watching T.V., there….no time for doing homework. 

 1-stands 2-stays 3-remains 4-lies 

10-It is fashionable in Iran to .......... hands when people meet each other. 

 1-hold 2-bake 3-shake 4-take 

11-He spoke English so well that I could not ................he was German. 

 1-realize 2-refuse 3-reduce 4-repair 
When it ...12...cold and autumn comes, most birds ...13...to the south. The...14...is warmer there. They can also 

...15... a lot of food. Some of ...16...fly at ...17... and look ...18... food during the day. Some birds travel short distance 

and some others fly ...19... . 

12- 1-receives 2-gets 3-leaves 4-goes 

13- 1-take 2-travel 3-walk 4-enter 

14- 1-whether 2-food 3-weather 4-water 

15- 1-carry 2-put 3-find 4-bring 

16- 1-theirs 2-they 3-their 4-them 

17- 1-noon 2-night 3-dawn 4-eight 

18- 1-at 2-after 3-up 4-for 

19- 1-thick 2-deep 3-wide 4-long 

20*-I cannot read what John has written. He has the ...... hand writing. 

 1-best 2-east 3-most 4-worst 

21*-Some of the children standing over there look very …… . 

 1-silently 2-happily 3-friendly 4-angrily 

22-He was not badly hurt. This sentence means that ....... . 

 1-he was hurt terribly  2-he was not hurt at all 

 3-he was not safe at all  4-he was hurt a little 
There was a bad storm in our city last night. A lot of rain fell in a very short time, and the wind blew very hard. I 

went outdoors so that I could watch the storm. The wind broke some windows in our house and it blew one of our 

trees over. It fell into the street and stopped the traffic for a long time. I was afraid during the storm. I went inside 

the house because of the noise and because I was wet. The rain stopped after a while and everyone else went out 

again. I stayed indoors, however, because the weather was so changeable. 

23- I came back inside some while later because I ......... . 

 1.was wet 2.was noisy 3.was afraid of the traffic 4.did not like the storm 

24-There was a heavy traffic for a while because ............ . 

 1.everyone went outside to stop the traffic 2.the cars were outside to stop the traffic 

 3.the tree fell into the street 4.the policemen were not there 

25-When the storm stopped after an hour, I still stayed inside since....... . 

 1.the weather was not still fine 2.the traffic noise was much 

 3.the noise outside was increasing 4.nobody was outside to help me 

26-Each man has to ......some of his freedom so that he can live happily. 

 1-pick up 2-give up 3-take up 4-look up 



 

27-The government can't .....all the young with a job. 

 1-ride 2-decide 3-provide 4-pride 

28-When something is ......, it is very good to eat. 

 1-dangerous 2-nervous 3-delicious 4-serious 

29-It has been raining .... for more than eight hours. 

 1-politely 2-angrily 3-clearly 4-heavily 

30-Wear a hat to .... your head against the sun. 

 1-respect 2-protect 3-affect 4-collect 

31-Oil is one of our most important natural ...... . 

 1-distances 2-processes 3-resources 4-services 

32*-It was so foggy that we couldn't see the road ........ . 

 1-lately 2-recently 3-politely 4-clearly 

33*-I don't ....... people to smoke in my house or in my car.  

 1-allow 2-mind 3-make 4-feel 

34*-My friend and ........... went to the theater last night.  

 1-me 2-my 3-I 4-mine 

35*- “Is this your car?” “No, ........... is parked over there.” 

 1-hers 2-mine 3-herself 4-itself 

36*-One of the girls hurt ........ when she fell down.  

 1-themselves 2-himself 3-herself 4-itself 

37*-The house in which we live is ........ . 

 1-her 2-his 3-their 4-your 

38*-Do the homework ......... .I can't help you.  

 1-you 2-me 3-myself 4-yourself 

39*-"Did Amir's sister give Ali's books to the boys?" "Yes, she gave two of .... books to them. 

 1-her 2-Amir's 3-his 4-their 

40-Very young children should not be allowed to go swimming by ...... . 

 1-himself 2-themselves 3-itself 4-ourselves 

41-"Amir, is this your sister's car ?" "No, ...... is in garage." 

 1-mine 2-his 3-hers 4-its 

42*-My brother picked up the coins and gave ....... to the poor man. 

 1-me 2-him 3-it 4-them 

43*-My brother said ," Have a nice journey and look after ....... ." 

 1-myself 2-himself 3-yourself 4-ourselves 

44-He is an honest boy. I …. him for this manner. 

 1-receive 2-respect 3-remain 4-resource 

45-My father is very busy. He can’t…….a day off. 

 1-keep 2-have 3-take 4-get 
Sports and games are very useful for many purposes. They make our bodies strong, ..46.. us from getting too fat, 

and keep us ..47.. . But these are not their only ..48.. . They give us valuable ..49.. in making eyes, brain, and muscles 

..50..together. So, sports should not be treated only as amusements. 

46) 1-avoid 2-award 3-prevent 4-protect 

47) 1-aware 2-healthy 3-safe 4-worthy 

48) 1-causes 2-exercises 3-reasons 4-uses 

49) 1-activity 2-condition 3-desire 4-practice 

50) 1-fill 2-help 3-work 4-view 

51-This is the man ..........repaired my car. 

 1-who 2-whom 3-whose 4-which 

52-I was so……….that my son had been chosen for his school team. 

 1-brief 2-amused 3-proud 4-shocked 

53-Do you know what……..are used to make this kind of clothing? 

 1-events 2-partners 3-materials 4-muscles 
We had examples of man's interest in flying in the past. First man made use of the fact that hot air rises to make 

a light balloon carry people a short distance. Then gases lighter than air were used. But they had to go wherever the 



 

wind blew them, so that one never knew where they would come down. Later gas engine was invented and this 

difficulty could be overcome. Early planes armed with guns were used in 1914-18 war. Great progress was made in 

knowledge about flying as a result of the needs of the war, so that between 1918-1939, there was an unusual 

development of planes which increased greatly in size, strength, speed and safety. Nowadays, they are of the most 

important means of transport and instruments of war, without which the atom-bomb might never have been thought 

of. 

54-Man could experience flying by balloons based on the fact that ....... . 

 1.anything heated would expand in size 2.light gases used could rise in sky 

 3.passengers were interested in flying 4.they could control the flying balloons 

55-According to the passage, the problem related to balloons was that they........ . 

 1.could come down in windy days 2.could be damaged by winds 

 3.couldn't carry people anywhere 4.couldn't be controlled easily 

56-We've had an unusual development in airplanes industries between 1918-1939 because of the .. 

 1.invention of the atom-bomb 2.people's interest in flying 

 3.needs of the war  4.unsafety in transportation 

57-That child didn't let my baby .......... with his toys. 

 1-to play 2-play 3-played 4-playing 

58-Did you make Mary........... her homework before eating lunch ? 

 1-to do 2-do 3-did 4-does 

59-"Who made the porter ......... the bags?" "I didn't. Perhaps my wife did." 

 1-carry 2-carrying 3-carried 4-to carry 

60- In order to……the amount of air pollution ,different ways have been suggested. 

 1-stretch 2-decrease 3-explore 4-instruct 
The planet on ..61.. we live is a ball of very hot ..62.. It is a good thing for us that the outside shell is ..63.. . If it 

were not ,no one could live here. However, there are places..64.. the ground is so hot that it.65.the bottom of your 

shoes. In some places, you can see ..66.. coming up from pools of hot water. The people who live in these ..67.. make 

use of the heat which comes from inside the Earth. They are lucky because they don't have to ..68.. for coal, oil or 

gas. 

61) 1-whom 2-which 3-when 4-where 

62) 1-water 2-rock 3-air 4-soil 

63) 1-liquid 2-cold 3-hot 4-strong 

64) 1-where 2-which 3-what 4-that 

65) 1-slips 2-catches 3-burns 4-provides 

66) 1-pollution 2-steam 3-waves 4-drops 

67) 1-pools 2-shells 3-places 4-planets 

68) 1-pay 2-reply 3-prepare 4-supply 

69*-The joke he told made us ........... . 

 1-laugh 2-laughed 3-laughing 4-to laugh 
Some people think that sports and games are not important things to do. They ..70.. going to the cinema, listening 

to the radio or sleeping. But sports and games make our bodies strong and keep us ..71.. . Millions of people all over 

the world ..72.. hours every week watching sport events..73.. television or stadiums instead of taking part in them. 

70) 1-prefer 2-produce 3-permit 4-provide 

71) 1-brave 2-healthy 3-useful 4-famous 

72) 1-save 2-spend 3-steal 4-store 

73) 1-at 2-in 3-on 4-by 

What is going to happen in the future? This is the question most of us wish to know the ..74..to. All the time, ways 

of life are changing and ..75.. more quickly than they have ever changed since the world ..76.. .It is interesting to 

..77.. what people would do, for example, if they were ..78..by men from another planet, or how people would ..79.. 

their lives if there were a(n)..80.. war .Nowadays, many writers as well as readers are interested in discussing the 

matter. 

74) 1-record 2-reply 3-respect 4-report 

75) 1-decreasing 2-damaging 3-estimating 4-improving 

76) 1-creation 2-decoration 3-information 4-limitation 

77) 1-ignore 2-injury 3-imagine 4-invent 

78) 1-connected 2-attacked 3-attached 4-invited 

79) 1-save 2-send 3-sell 4-sail 

80) 1-energetic 2-mechanical 3-nuclear 4-personal 



 

81*- Their brother did not accept the job Mr. Taylor ........ him two years ago. 

 1-managed 2-awarded 3-offered 4-decided 

82-Trains, airplanes and ships are the most important means of ............ . 

 1-transportation 2-education 3-competition 4-composition 

83-I took my brother out with…..to do some shopping. 

 1-I 2-me 3-mine 4-myself 

84-Ahmad's mother sometimes lets him .............. his friends to lunch. 

 1-invite 2-invited 3-inviting 4-to invite 

85-Our country is rich in natural…..such as oil and gas. 

 1-diseases 2-scenes 3-resources 4-wonders 

86-"Can you tell me the ........why you are always late for the class?" The teacher asked. 

 1-meaning 2-advice 3-reason 4-system 

87-Some people believe in the .......... of life on other planets. 

 1-distance 2-importance 3-guidance 4-existence 

88- Edison went to school only a few weeks ,......., he became a famous inventor. 

 1-because 2-however 3-thus 4-therefore 

89-The foreigner we met yesterday spoke so fast that we could ….understand what he was saying. 

 1-hardly 2-easily 3-clearly 4-rapidly 

90-The Earth is a small ........ located on the edge of the Milky Way. 

 1-plane 2-plant 3-planet 4-plan 

91-Wood .......... on water. 

 1.float 2.floats 3.floated 4.are floating 

92-The results of the blood test suggest that he should……..fatty foods. 

 1-prevent 2-avoid 3-expect 4-collect 

93-”Helen, is this your brother’s bag? “ “No,............is on the table .” 

 1.hers 2.his 3.mine 4.yours 

94-He was so late that we had to give up waiting for him .This means ............... . 

 1.We expected him to come late 2.We waited for him and he came late 

 3.We no longer expected him to come 4.He waited for us but we came late 

95-”Which is your car ?” “Neither,.......... is in the garage.” 

 1.her 2.your 3.mine 4.their 

96-Ali is not as good as Mary at math, but he’s better than Amir. It tells us .......at math. 

 1.Mary is the best of all 2.Amir is the best of all  

 3.Ali is not as good as Amir 4.Mary is better than Ali but not as good as Amir 

97-I will never give up trying until I have succeeded. “ Give up “ is the opposite of ............. 

 1.keep on 2.put on 3.take off 4.wait for 

98-A light year is the distance which light ............. in one year. 

 1.measures 2.carries 3.travels 4.takes 

99-You should........... smoking. It is dangerous to your health. 

 1-look up 2.turn up 3.give up 4.pick up 

100-You can use a sun-cream that gives you enough .... against the harmful light rays of the sun. 

 1.protection 2.instruction 3.observation 4.pollution 

101-She said the letter was personal and wouldn't let me ......... it. 

 1.read 2.to read 3.reading 4.reads 

102-The film was very sad. It made me ........ . 

 1.crying 2.to cry 3.cried 4.cry 

103-Smoke from factories and poisonous gases of cars .......... the air of big cities. 

 1.spread 2.kill 3.increase 4.pollute 

104-My teacher…..at me if I were a little more silent. 

 1-didn’t shout 2-doesn’t shout 3-hasn’t shout 4-wouldn’t shout 
Since the earliest time in human history, man has found the necessity to record important events by writing. He 

has always felt the need to communicate with friends, and also with people who would follow him in the future. 

Ancient man began to keep records by painting pictures on the walls, or by making marks on stone. The first form of 

writing were religious pictures, such as those found in Egyptian temples and other holy places. In order to write 



 

anything, we must have some surface on which to write, so man has had to use skins of animals, leaves, stone, bone 

and other materials. We must also have something with which to write. Feathers of birds dipped in ink have been 

used to record man's ideas for many centuries. 

105-According to the passage, it was....... for the early man to communicate with others. 

 1.sufficient 2.funny 3.harmful 4.necessary 

106-Man has used ......... as writing materials for a long time. 

 1.events 2.feathers 3.records 4.temples 

107-The early man knew how to ......... . 

 1.make paper 2.paint pictures 3.record sound 4.write stories 

108-From the passage ,it is understood that ......... . 

 1.Bones were used to write with 2.Early man was very educated 

 3.Egypt is an ancient country 4.Feathers were used to write on 

109-Child labor is against the law in many countries. In these countries child labor is forbidden. "Forbidden " is 

the opposite of ............ . 

 1.allowed 2.admired 3.populated 4.forgotten 
Sound pollution is dangerous. It makes us ..110.. and it damages our hearing. But complete silence is not ..111. 

either. A person in a sound proof room which is .112..quiet becomes very nervous and angry. He hears his breathing 

and his .113. Because these sounds are not heard in 114. situation, they have very bad effects on his mind. 

110) 1.attractive 2.disturbed 3.powerful 4.social 

111) 1.pleasant 2.expensive 3.boring 4.previous 

112) 1.completely 2.hurriedly 3.immediately 4.smoothly 

113) 1.fingers 2.head 3.heart 4.body 

114) 1.chemical 2.mental 3.physical 4.natural 

Some people have very good memories and can easily memorize long poems. But they often forget them almost 

as quickly as they memorize them. There are other people who can only remember things when they have said them 

over and over again, but when they know them by heart, they don’t forget them. Charles Dickens, the famous English 

writer, could walk down any long street in London and then tell you the name of every shop he had passed. Many of 

the great man of the world have had wonderful memories. The human mind is rather like a camera, but it takes 

photographs not only of what we see, but of what we feel, hear, smell and taste. 

115-It is understood from the passage that Charles Dickens .............. . 

 1.forgot things easily  2.had a wonderful memory 

 3.had many shops in London 4.liked walking very much 

116-People who memorize things rapidly ............ . 

 1.always remember them. 2.may forget them rapidly. 

 3.never forget them.  4.will remember them easily 

117-According to the passage, ............ . 

 1.a camera can take photos of that we hear 2.a camera can take photos of what we taste 

 3.our mind is more powerful than a camera 4.our mind is less powerful than a camera 

118-All your changes of plan have made me…….. 

 1-confuse 2-to confuse 3-confusing 4-confused 

119-What she did was so ............. that I can hardly describe it. 

 1.shocking 2.shockingly 3.shocked 4.shock 
The word “air” makes you think of breathing. But do you know that you also ..120.. the air for shelter? A shell of 

air around the earth..121...living things against many dangers from outer space. This shell called the ..122.. is more 

than 150 miles deep. If there were no air above us, blinding light and ..123.. heat would strike us the moment the sun 

..124.. The atmosphere keeps part of the sun’s rays from ..125.. the earth. Plants and animals couldn’t live on the 

earth without some light and heat from the sun. But if all of the sun’s rays reached the earth, they would kill living 

things . 

120) 1.need 2.save 3.sell 4.buy 

121) .holds 2.protects 3.places 4.grows 

122) 1.temperature 2.atmosphere 3.star 4.formation 

123) 1.burning 2.climbing 3.exciting 4.amusing 

124) 1.set 2.rose 3.joined 4.married 

125) 1.changing 2.reaching 3.dropping 4.covering 

126-We were made ............ in class . 

 1.work 2.to work 3.working 4.worked 

127-Last week I got a letter from my son. I am going to ........... to it now . 



 

 1.report 2.reflect 3.recognize 4.reply 

128-Our work is very hard and we must write the…..of day’s work. 

 1-digest 2-volume 3-dream 4-land 

129-If Amir ............ more time, he’d learn English better . 

 1.had 2.had had 3.would have 4.has had 

130-It was you who made me ............... this course . 

 1.choose 2.to choose 3.chose 4.choosing 

131-My father has always told me to ............. on nobody but myself . 

 1.enhance 2.depend 3.access 4.progress 

132-Did the judge ............... the witness to repeat his statement ? 

 1.make 2.let 3.have 4.get 

133-He had an angry ........... in his eyes. 

 1.organization 2.expression 3.vacation 4.suggestion 

134-It is said that carpets are made in a very difficult and unhealthy working….. 

 1-position 2-information 3-organization 4-condition 

135-He was so tired that he could ............. walk . 

 1.slowly 2.friendly 3.hardly 4.badly 

136*-The prize which ........... given to me made my family happy . 

 1.was 2.have 3.had 4.will 

137-Wood .............. on water, but rock doesn’t . 

 1.floats 2.paints 3.shines 4.breaks 

138-The teacher ordered the students to ............... their hands before they began talking . 

 1.draw 2.fall 3.offer 4.raise 

139-That book is not available in bookshops .You have to prepare a .............. of it . 

 1.copy 2.slice 3.piece 4.sheet 

140-Cups of tea or coffee usually ............ dinner or lunch . 

 1.compete 2.follow 3.perform 4.happen 

141-The medicine had a good ............. on the man. He could soon go back to work . 

 1.effect 2.pressure 3.secret 4.advice 

142-We must stop the ......... of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere . 

 1.speed 2.spread 3.center 4.store 

143-We’ve been living in this apartment since we ............... to this city . 

 1.have come 2.had come 3.came 4.would come 

144-I’m not in a hurry. I don’t mind ............. for her a few minutes more . 

 1.waited 2.wait 3.to wait 4.waiting 

145-I am sure he could pass the test if he .................... a little harder . 

 1.has tried 2.tried 3.was tried 4.would try 

146-Young people are repeatedly told ............. before talking .(T-77) 

 1.to think 2.think 3.thinking 4.thought 

147-We............. the north of Iran if we had a long summer vacation this year . 

 1.will visit 2.would visit 3.had visited 4.would have visited 

148-The man whose car was stolen said he was ready to give a ......... to the finder . 

 1.greeting 2.highway 3.reward 4.market 

149-He reviewed his notes before......the question. 

 1.answering 2.answered 3.answers 4.to answer 

150-He stopped ............ when he noticed his friends at the bus -stop . 

 1-ride 2-riding 3-rode 4-to ride 

151-If I heard somebody shouting for help, I ........... him .(R-79) 

 1.had helped 2.have helped 3.will help 4.would help 

152-The picture ........... by small child and this surprised them greatly . 

 1.has drawn 2.had drawn 3.was drawn 4.drew 

153-I don’t mind ......... at home all day because then I can spend more time on the children . 

 1.stay 2.stayed 3.staying 4.to stay 



 

Thomas Edison had more inventions that any other American. When he died in 1931 Americans thought how they 

could best show their respect for him. 

One suggestion was that the whole country turn off all lights for a minute or two. All electric power would be 

shut off in houses, streets, and factories. 

Perhaps this suggested plan made Americans understand fully what Edison and his inventions meant to them. 

Electric power was too important to the country. Shutting it off for even a short time would have led to complete 

disorganization. So, this was impossible. 

Many people decided to silently lower their lights. In this way they respected the man who had done more than 

anyone else to put the great force of electricity in his countrymen’s hands. 

154-People chose to respect Edison by ........... . 

 1.turning off all lights. 2.turning down the lights. 

 3.keeping a minute or two of silence. 4.shutting off lights in everywhere except schools. 

155-What does “it” in line(6) refer to ............ . 

 1.electricity 2.sound 3.the plan 4.the country 

156-The plan was never done because ............. . 

 1.electric power was something inevitable 2.it was difficult to turn off all lights at once 

 3.it only paid attention to one of his inventions 4.not every one wished to respect Edison 

157-The phrase “shut off” in line (4) of the passage is closest in meaning to ............. . 

 1.prevent 2.stop 3.control 4.avoid 

158-The main point of passage is to describe the importance of ............. in people’s lives . 

 1.respect 2.disorganization 3.an invention 4.one suggestion 

159-It is very important for her ........... exactly as the doctor says. 

 1.do 2.does 3.doing 4.to do 

160-People who talk to ......... may get strange looks from other people. 

 1.herself 2.himself 3.ourselves 4.themselves 

161-Is this your book on the desk? No, it’s ............ . 

 1.John’s 2.he 3.him 4.himself 
A man in London returned a library book yesterday thirty-four years late .Alex Williams found the book in his 

mother’s house after she died recently. It was under some old clothes .Alex’s mother borrowed it thirty-four years 

ago, so Alex thought it was time to take it back. The library will decide next week if Mr. Williams has to pay any 

money for returning the book late. “ I hope they won’t make me pay .” He said. “It would be over two hundred 

pounds, and I’m not a rich man.” 

162-Which of the following statements is true ? 

 1.Alex’s mother died shortly after she had borrowed the book  

 2.Alex found the book 34 years ago 

 3.Alex found the book many years ago but he kept it for some time 

 4.It is not a long time since Alex found the book 

163-“It” in the last sentence refers to the ............... . 

 1.price of the book 2.money Alex has to pay to the library3.fact that he is forced to pay

 4.decision of the library 

164-Alex hopes that he wouldn’t have to pay because ............. . 

 1.the money is too much for him 2.thirty-four years have passed 

 3.he has finally returned the book 4.he doesn’t have the money at all 

165-Alex returned the book to the library. Perhaps he thought .............. . 

 1.better late than never 2.he wasn’t too rich to keep it 3.it had already been late 4.the later, the better 

166-The word “make” in the phrase “make me pay ” is closest in meaning to …….. . 

 1.wish 2.suggest 3.lead 4.force 

167-He’s waiting ............. Ahmad to ask him whether he got the job or not . 

 1.about 2.at 3.for 4.of 

168-Since he was ill during the exams, they let him …….. the English test again . 

 1.take 2.to take 3.taking 4.took 

169-Books ............ before being printed and put to the public . 

 1.are edited 2.had edited 3.have edited 4.was edited 

170-I dislike ............. in one place all day long. It makes me tired . 

 1.staying 2.stay 3.will stay 4.to stay 

171-To……a problem you should understand it very well. 

 1-solve 2-shout 3-shake 4-share 



 

172-People’s need for sleep is different. It….. on the age of the person and many other things. 

 1.decides 2.depends 3.expects 4.separates 
Education is the process by which people gain knowledge, skills, habits, and values. The word education is also 

used to describe the results of the educational process. Education should help a person become a useful member of 

society .It should also help him develop an understanding of his culture and live a better life .The most common way 

to get an education is to attend school .But much education also takes place outside the classroom. 

Education involves both learning and teaching. Sometimes, people learn by teaching themselves. But they also 

learn with the help of other people such as parents or teachers. Parents are a child’s first and perhaps most important 

teachers. But few parents have either the time or the ability to teach their children everything that they need to know 

A modern society cannot continue its life without education .But most nations consider education’s benefits to 

individuals equally as important as its benefits to society . 

173-The word common in line 4 of the passage is closest in meaning to .......... . 

 1.famous 2.costly 3.ordinary 4.awful 

174-According to the passage it is possible to gain education without .......... . 

 1.attending schools  2.having the time to learn 

 3.teaching people in the society 4.understanding our culture 

175-The word “they” in line (7) refers to ............ . 

 1.people 2.teachers 3.parents 4.children 

176-From the passage most parents send their children to schools because they .......... 

 1.are too busy to teach them at home 2.don’t get much benefit from teaching 

 3.want their children to learn in the society 4.have to attend schools themselves 

177-According to the passage, the life of a society depends upon .............. . 

 1.education 2.individuals 3.schools 4.courses 

178-Is it necessary for every student ………. a new language ? 

 1.knew 2.know 3.knowing 4.to know 

179-The teacher didn’t let us ............. our dictionary during the test . 

 1.use 2.used 3.using 4.to use 
A famous writer who was visiting Japan was invited to give a lecture at a university to a large group of students. 

As most of them could not understand spoken English he had to have a translator. 

During his lecture he told an amusing story which went on for rather a long time. At last he stopped to let the 

translator translate it into Japanese, and was very surprised when the man did this in a few seconds, after which all 

the students laughed loudly. 

After the lecture, the writer thanked the translator for his good work and then said to him, “Now please tell me 

how you translated that long story of mine into such a short Japanese one.” 

“I didn’t tell the story at all”, the translator answered with a smile, “I just said, the respectful lecturer has just told 

a funny story. You will all laugh, please.” 

180-The famous writer had to ask a translator to help him because………… . 

 1.he could not speak Japanese 2.he did not know English 

 3.the students didn’t understand Japanese 4.his lecture was not in English 

181-The word “lecture” in the first line is closest in meaning to …………… . 

 1.course 2.lesson 3.story 4.speech 

182-The word “this” in line(4) refers to ……………… . 

 1.being surprised 2.translating the story 3.letting him translate 4.stopping the lecture 

183-After his long story, the speaker was surprised because the translator …………… . 

 1.told the students a different story 2.didn’t understand his story 

 3.gave a very short translation of it 4.laughed loudly for a few seconds 

184-The students laughed because ………… . 

 1.the long story was amusing 2.they enjoyed the story 

 3.the translator asked them to 4.the translator was very funny 

185-Could you please stop…..so much noise? I am trying to study for my exam tomorrow.(T-81) 

 1-having made 2-making 3-to make 4-to be making 
Mr. and Mrs. Mills had two small children. One of them was six, and the other was four. They disliked to go to 

bed early in the evenings and insisted on staying up late. Mrs. Mills was unhappy about this. Mr. Mills came home 

from work when Mrs. Mills had forced the children to sleep and she was actually tired of this. Mr. Mills was not at 

home then to help her except at weekends. 



 

Mr. Mills thought he was a good storyteller but the way he told stories was really miserable. However, he decided 

that if he told children stories when they went to bed, it would help them relax and little by little they would go to 

sleep. 

He did this every Saturday and Sunday night until he heard his small son saying to his small sister, ”Do you think 

he will stop telling the story if we close our eyes?” 

186-Mrs. Mills was not happy because her children didn’t like….. 

 1-sleeping in the evening 2-going to bed early 3-sleeping late at night 4-staying up late 

187-Mr. Mills could not help his wife with her problem because he…… 

 1-went to bed earlier than the children 2-came home late from work 

 3-was tired of children  4-didn’t know what to do 

188-The word ”miserable” in line( 5) is closest in meaning to…… 

 1-awful 2-exciting 3-shocking 4-entertaining 

189-The word ”this” in line (8) refers to………. 

 1-coming home early 2-going to bed 3-helping them relax 4-telling stories 

190-The children thought of closing their eyes…… 

 1-to be able to go to sleep faster 2 -to help themselves relax and sleep earlier 

 3-not to have to listen to the rest of his story 4-not to have him stop telling stories 
191-After listening to everything I said ,he left room…..,without saying even one word. 

 1-basically 2-mainly 3-actively 4-silently 

192-People should……how to use energy properly.(E-81) 

 1-be taught 2-be teaching 3-have taught 4-teach 

193-He ……to become a good student as soon as possible. 

 1-advised 2-promised 3-suggested 4-invited 

194-Don’t hold the book too near while reading. It may damage your….. 

 1-mind 2-memory 3-eyesight 4-brain 

195-A: What did the doctor say? B: He told me…..in bed any longer.(R-81) 

 1-didn’t stay 2-don’t stay 3-not to be staying 4-not to stay 

196-This math problem…..by one of my students last year. 

 1-had been solved 2-had solved 3-has been solved 4-would be solved 

197-You…..a letter inviting you to attend the meeting in near future.(H-81) 

 1-will send 2-are sending 3-will be sent 4-have sent 
Bill Gates is a very important person in the computer industry. He has been the head of Microsoft Company for 

many years. He is also the richest person in America. How did he do it? 

He learned a lot from his parents. While Bill was going to school, his father went to college, got a degree, and 

became a successful judge. From this he learned that you have to work hard if you want something. His mother was 

a very busy teacher, but she also enjoyed traveling. From this, he learned that if you want to work hard and enjoy 

yourself at the same time, you have to make a program. When Bill was young, he spent a lot of time reading. But his 

childhood was not all work. He played a lot of sports. When he got older, he spent more and more time working and 

playing on a computer. Before he was 20, Bill developed the world’s first computer language for the personal 

computer. He thought that every home was going to have a computer, and every computer would require software 

(the program you put into a computer) He said. ”I am going to make my first million dollars on software by the time 

I’m 25.”And he did it! 

198-Which of the following sentences is NOT correct about Bill Gates? 

 1-He became very rich at a very young age 2-He was the first person to develop a computer. 

 3-Both of his parents were hard working people 4-As a child he was greatly interested in reading. 

199-What Bill Gates learnt from his mother was that if you have an organized life, you can. 

 1-do your job well and have your hobbies too 2-make good programs for working harder 

 3-travel to different places and enjoy yourself 4-study and work successfully at the same time 

200-The word “require” in line(9) is closest in meaning to….. 

 1-accept 2-use 3-need 4-produce 

201-Bill Gates was not even twenty years old when he developed the first 

 1-personal computer in the computer industry 2-personal language for computer 

 3-software for world computers 4-computer language for home computers 

202-What…..you do if your little sister cut her finger? 

 1-would 2-will 3-do 4-did 

203-Remember, before entering the room, you should…..your shoes. 

 1-give up 2-ashamed of 3-find out 4-take off 



 

Health means much more than not being sick. When you are healthy you say you ”feel great”. You are happier 

and do better work .Health helps you enjoy play, sports, and parties. It also helps you make friends”. Health as a 

whole includes physical, mental, and social health. All parts of your body must work together properly to give you 

physical health. Your mind must act normally to give you mental health .You must enjoy being with other people 

and they must enjoy being with you for social health. You usually do not think about your body when it works 

properly. But you worry about your health when you do not feel well .The healthy body protects itself against many 

illnesses. It can make a cut finger or broken leg as it was before. but it breaks down and stops working well unless it 

receives proper care. Your body can stay healthy only if you supply it with the food and care that it needs. All through 

the history many persons have worked to improve man’s health. Also, the government and a lot of organizations 

always try to make useful laws to help protect your health. 

204-Health does not help you with…. 

 1-making friends 2-eating good food 3-doing better work 4-feeling better 

205-You usually think about your health…… 

 1-at all times during your life 2-if you do not receive enough food to eat 

 3-when you cannot make new friends 4-when your body does not work properly 

206-We understand from the passage that….. 

 1-we are not alone in taking care of our health  2-a healthy government is necessary for healthy people 

 3-health is a new problem in the history of the world 4-our body needs more food than it usually receives 

207-The word “ improve “ in line(9) is closest in meaning to… 

 1-take care of 2-search for 3-make better 4-think about 

208-Few people are prepared to work without……… 

 1-paying 2-to pay 3-being paid 4-to be paid 
209-Do you think they will succeed in……the work this week? (Z-81) 

 1-finishing 2-finished 3-finish 4-to finish 

210-Students can…..valuable experiences by working on difficult subjects. 

 1-gain 2-suggest 3-send 4-spend 

211-The thieves searched everywhere, but they found nothing of….. 

 1-cost 2-value 3-price 4-space 
It was a cold dark night. Two men were walking slowly across the plain. Snow was lying on the ground and a 

cold …212…was blowing. They ….213…a light behind some trees and soon arrived at a house. A poor old man 

….214….invited them into a clean room. He spoke kindly and….215…them milk and fresh fruits. They stayed there 

until morning. 

212) 1-rain 2-rock 3-wave 4-wind 

213) 1-refused 2-noticed 3-ignored 4-wondered 

214) 1-absolutely 2-immediately 3-obviously 4-perfectly 

215) 1-offered 2-remained 3-involved 4-overcome 

No one knows how long the earth can protect man and his technology. If man doesn’t….216…his technology, he 

will do a lot of harm to the…..217….Thirty years ago, scientists began writing and telling people about the 

….218….of pollution. But people…..219…thousands of kilos of rubbish every day. 

216) 1-control 2-avoid 3-prevent 4-stop 

217) 1-storm 2-mountain 3-cliff 4-environment 

218) 1-dangers 2-stairs 3-services 4-positions 

219) 1-take off 2-take away 3-throw away 4-turn off 

Preparing different kinds of food and even the…220…..meals, is to some extent difficult. For example, you may 

think that boiling eggs is easy. However, few people boil eggs…221…First of all the egg should be warm, not cold. 

Second, water should boil slowly, if not, it will..222..Keep in mind that….223….time is also very important. A soft 

egg should be boiled for five minutes. 

220) 1-cheapest 2-largest 3-simplest 4-heaviest 

221) 1-immediately 2-correctly 3-politely 4-certainly 

222) 1-shake 2-bake 3-lock 4-crack 

223) 1-suitable 2-fashionable 3-valuable 4-comfortable 

A housewife is a busy person .She has to do all the work in the home. Sometimes she is..224..She puts a pot of 

hot water on a table. Then she goes out of room. Her little child…225..the pot and pulls it towards him .The hot water 

..226.. over him .The mother hears the..227..of pain and runs into the room, but it is too late. 

224) 1-wise 2-careless 3-brave 4-clever 

225) 1-floats 2-puts 3-leaves 4-reaches 

226) 1-spills 2-pushes 3-spreads 4-sticks 

227) 1-laugh 2-smile 3-joy 4-cry 



 

228-Though he was bored…doing the same thing all the time, he was nervous about making a change.(E-Z-81) 

 1-of 2-from 3-with 4-for 
Mr. Grey liked shooting very much, but he did not get much practice at shooting animals in the mountains, and 

he was not very good at it. One of his troubles was that his eyes were not very good and he had to wear glasses. When 

it rained and his glasses became wet, he could not see very well. 

One day he was invited to go out shooting animals in the mountain. It was a rainy day, unfortunately and by 

mistake, Mr. Grey shot at Mr. Robinson, and he was injured in the leg. 

They went to the judge about this and when he was asked ,”Why did you shoot at Mr. Robinson?” Mr. Grey 

answered,” I thought he was an animal.” When did you find out that you were wrong?” The judge asked.“ When the 

animal began to shoot back at me,” Mr. Grey answered. 

229-Mr. Grey and Mr. Robinson went to the judge because….. 

 1-somebody had shot them in the leg 2-Mr. Grey had called Mr. Robinson an animal 

 3-Mr. Grey had shot Mr. Robinson 4-Mr. Robinson wanted to shoot back at Mr. Grey 

230-Mr. Grey went to the mountains……. 

 1-to practice shooting animals 2-in the dark 

 3-on a rainy day  4-to shoot Mr. Robinson 

231-Mr. Grey would not have made such a mistake if he had….. 

 1-refused the invitation  2-worn his glasses 

 3-talked to the judge before 4-shot back at Mr. Robinson 

232-The word “this” in line( 6) refers to….. 

 1-Mr. Robinson 2-the event 3-shooting animals 4-the injury 

233-The phrase ”find out” in line( 7) is closest in meaning to…. 

 1-warn 2-concern 3-receive 4-understand 
234-“Do you like swimming?” “ Yes, but I dislike…………” 

 1-skiing 2-to ski 3-skied 4-that I ski 

235-The football player…..out of the field because he was impolite to the other players. 

 1-has sent 2-is sent 3-was sent 4-sent 

236-A light year is the….the light travels in a year. 

 1-stance 2-period 3-measure 4-distance 

237-Researchers are trying to find ways to make use of the wind….to produce electricity. 

 1-thought 2-idea 3-power 4-change 

238-My neighbor is a photographer; let’s…..him for advice about color films. 

 1-ask 2-to ask 3-asking 4-asks 

239-Your money…… to good use instead of being left in the bank. 

 1-could put 2-will put 3-been put 4-could be put 

240-A: How could you……what he said was not true? B: By fortune. 

 1-take out 2-find out 3-pick up 4-give up 

241-Fred has bought a…..cotton dress for his wife as a birthday present.(E-82) 
 1-pretty red Japanese 2-red pretty Japanese 3-Japanese pretty red 4-Japanese red pretty 

Perhaps most people have the experience of forgetting. They’re unaware of a simple but important fact: Memory 

can be improved. Research will show you how. 

First, relax. If you’re over worried about remembering something, you’ll forget it. And avoid being negative. If 

you keep telling yourself that your memory is bad, your mind will come to believe it and you won’t remember things. 

When you forget something, do not care very much, because it will have a negative effect on you and your memory. 

To remember more, you’ll need to take an active role. Your memory can be strengthened through exercise. Look for 

opportunities to exercise your memory. 

For example, if you’re learning a language, try to actively remember irregular verbs. To be aware of things, try to 

make mental pictures of what you see. Don’t just put your keys down! If you want them again ,make a mental picture 

of the place where you’re putting them…….. . 

242-What is the best title for the passage? 

 1-Experience of forgetting2-How to improve your memory3-Negative effect on mind 4-How to 

remember irregular verbs 

243-According to the passage, one of the reasons people have problems remembering things is…. 

 1-not being positive  2-not believing themselves 

 3-not being experienced 4-not remembering irregular verbs 

244-According to the passage, what is the important fact about memory? 

 1-It can be changed to better 2-It can never be changed 



 

 3-It needs careful attention 4-It should be loaded by different things 

245-In the second paragraph the word “it” refers to…. 

 1-forgetting something  2-not caring about what you do 

 3-not having enough exercise 4-caring about something which has been forgotten 

246-If drivers…..speed limits, fewer accidents would occur. 

 1-obey 2-obeyed 3-had obeyed 4-would have obeyed 

247-Don’t correct Tom; he is able to correct….. 

 1-him 2-his 3-himself 4-by himself 

248-…..in the afternoon is a custom in many countries. 

 1-Rest 2-To rest 3-To resting 4-Rested 

249-Although it is a large city,……people live there. 

 1-few 2-a little 3-a few 4-little 

250-I can’t imagine….six hours a day, but it is possible. 

 1-walking 2-walk 3-to walk 4-for walking 

251-I think the…..cars will become cheaper very soon. 
 1-Japanese blue new 2-new blue Japanese 3-new Japanese blue 4-blue new Japanese 

252-I’m bored….doing the same job, day after day. 

 1-in 2-of 3-with 4-from 

253-My mother is sick and I have to…..her while my father is away . 

 1-look up 2-take part in 3-look after 4-take away 
There are three reasons why John is not going to university. In the first place, his family is…254..poor. As he has 

four young brothers and sisters still at school, he…255..that he should help his family. Second, if he…256 ..to 

university, his mother would be left alone to take care of the young children. Finally, he has been…257…a good job 

with a high…258… .As a result, although he wants to go to university very much, John is going to take the job 

instead. 

254- 1-quite 2-far 3-otherwise 4-lots 

255- 1-fills 2-leads 3-feels 4-limits 

256- 1-went 2-goes 3-going 4-go 

257- 1-provided 2-received 3-preferred 4-offered 

258- 1-skull 2-salary 3-degree 4-toe 

259-When I imagine …..him again I feel so happy.(R-83) 

 1-see 2-to see 3-seeing 4-be seen 

260-How many times…….these shoes…..since you bought them? 

 1-were/repaired 2-did/repair 3-have/been repaired 4-have/repaired 

261-If he were here now, he…..happy to see you. 

 1-will be 2-would be 3-will have been 4-had been 

262-He has been feeling badly since he……his job. 

 1-lost 2-loses 3-had lost 4-will lose 

263-He had to cancel his weekend plan because of the….of work at the office. 

 1-pressure 2-capacity 3-source 4-course 

264-As I watched the T.V play, I suddenly….that I had seen it before. 

 1-displeased 2-wondered 3-realized 4-compared 

265-Children’s ……needs are as important as their physical ones. 

 1-emotional 2-amusing 3-constant 4-imperative 

266-If you….him with other children of his age, he’s not very tall. 

 1-contact 2-compare 3-include 4-prepare 

267-She does not know…….causes her not to do well on tests. 

 1-how 2-whom 3-what 4-why 

268-Students who fail……another chance to take the exam next June. 

 1-giving 2-will give 3-to give 4-will be given 
Roger and Mary were happily married for many years. With the children gone, Mary felt …269…and lonely and 

that her life was without purpose. she wanted to find a job but Roger told her that….270..silly since he earned a good 

living. ….271…around the house with nothing to do, Mary began to put on weight. Roger had been under a lot 

of…272..at his job. Some nights he would have to work late and when he got home, he found Mary very angry. They 

began to argue …273..Last month they separated. Who is to blame? 



 

269- 1-lasting 2-bored 3-excited 4-confusing 

270- 1-was 2-had been 3-has been 4-would have been 

271- 1-Sitting 2-Be sitting 3-To sit 4-She sat 

272- 1-process 2-procedure 3-pressure 4-position 

273- 1-actively 2-constantly 3-really 4-attentively 
We all need exercise. This is as true for young people in their teens as it is for adults from 20 to 80. Regular 

exercise may first tire the body….274…then actually gives you…275… energy. This is why many people who….276 

…from general tiredness can…..277…taking more exercise rather….278.. more rest. So, get regular exercise to feel 

and look better. 

274- 1-but 2-and 3-next 4-however 

275- 1-most 2-any 3-very 4-more 

276- 1-prevent 2-suffer 3-defend 4-protect 

277- 1-avoid 2-keep 3-succeed 4-smell 

278- 1-as 2-like 3-from 4-than 

279-I don’t mind…..a cat in the house only if it is clean and it doesn’t smell. 

 1-having 2-have 3-to have 4-that I have 

280-I’m not responsible………what my brother does. 

 1-of 2-for 3-about 4-with 

281-He…….the children by himself; his wife died years ago. 

 1-existed 2-raised 3-accepted 4-behaved 

282-To be……with you, I do not think your plan is practical. 

 1-perfect 2-honest 3-conscious 4-emotional 

283-Old parents often have difficulty…..with their children. 

 1-performing 2-communicating 3-concentrating 4-distracting 
Most people who try to lose weight would probably agree that the word “diet”(to lose weight) comes from the 

verb “to die” In the United States, …..284…overweight is a great problem. Food scientists have many….285…to 

help people make a(an)….286…between real hunger and other factors ….287…make them eat. For example, a 

traveling salesman…288…that he ate lots of things only while driving his car. Now he avoids keeping any food in 

his car. 

284- 1-be 2-being 3-has been 4-having been 

285- 1-situations 2-observations 3-operations 4-suggestions 

286- 1-experience 2-decision 3-difference 4-expression 

287- 1-that 2-to 3-they 4-that they 

288- 1-predicted 2-realized 3-organized 4-refused 

289-“I’m very hungry.” “ Why don’t we……? 

 1-stop by eating 2-stop in eating 3-stop to eat 4-stop eating 

290-Did the wall fall on him? No, he…..hurt there. 

 1-wasn’t 2-hadn’t 3-didn’t 4-hasn’t 

291-He’s got his room painted,……he? 

 1-isn’t 2-hasn’t 3-wasn’t 4-doesn’t 

292-When I entered the room, I found him…..a newspaper. 

 1-read 2-reads 3-reading 4-to read 

293-The police never found the money stolen in the robbery,…..? 

 1-didn’t he 2-did he 3-didn’t they 4-did they 

294-If you……to get help from me, you must behave better than you are behaving now. 

 1-affect 2-expect 3-reflect 4-respect 

295- Amir studies…..more carefully than the other students. 

 1-so 2-too 3-very 4-much 
Have you ever had to stay in bed for a long time? I have about six months ago, I felt very...296..and so I went to 

see a doctor .He….297…me and asked if I had been working…298..or had eaten anything special and so on .299., 

he told me it wasn’t very serious but I shouldn’t…300..anybody for a week. 

296- 1-busy 2-glad 3-lazy 4-sick 

297- 1-excused 2-explained 3-examined 4-expected 

298- 1-hard 2-quiet 3-rapid 4-soon 

299- 1-Finally 2-Accidentally 3-Naturally 4-recently 

300- 1-leave 2-meet 3-scare 4-speak 



 

301-Did they repair the….of their house themselves? 

 1-pressure 2-period 3-viewer 4-roof 

302-I didn’t……Reza to behave so impolitely towards his parents. 

 1-expect 2-speak 3-reply 4-compare 

303-The man was walking in the park. Suddenly he stopped….a cigarette, but he didn’t have a lighter. 

 1-to smoke 2-smoke 3-smoking 4-smokes 

304-This room will look very interesting when you’ve finished……it. 

 1-to paint 2-painting 3-paint 4-painted 
Resources such as coal and oil formed in the ground. As we use them ,they are not being replaced .Other resources 

can be replaced. We can…305..electricity from the power of wind and…306..Hot rocks inside the Earth’s 

…307…can be used to boil water to make…308… 

305- 1-promise 2-protect 3-produce 4-present 

306- 1-waves 2-caves 3-adults 4-nuns 

307- 1-atmosphere 2-crust 3-era 4-core 

308- 1-flood 2-society 3-wood 4-steam 

309- A: Are you still interested in….an article about the environment?   B: Of course. And I’ve got an idea. 

 1-doing 2-to do 3-does 4-done 
Man is a social creature. He cannot live without a society. The society in which he lives gives him certain rights 

but rights always go hand in hand with duties. Every man has the right to live a peaceful life. He expects the 

government to protect him and his property. He has certain political, social and personal rights too. But the rights 

cannot be exercised unless certain duties towards society are performed. 

310-Man is a social creature because he…. 

 1-can live alone  2-can live only with his family 

 3-has to live in a society  4-hates living in a society 

311-The rights the society gives him…. 

 1-encourage him not to respect the rights of others 2-don’t force him to any responsibilities 

 3-go along with duties and responsibilities 4-put him in an awful position 

312-The expectations that a man has from a society are…. 

 1-to protect him from whatever he does 2-to offer him what he wishes 

 3-to secure him a peaceful life 4-to get his property by force 

313-I’m sure Liz will lend you some money, I….very surprised if she refused. 

 1-would have been 2-will be 3-would be 4-could have been 

314-It was necessary for the students…….their homework correctly. 

 1-do 2-to do 3-doing 4-did 

315-Jane speaks French as…..as the rest of us. 

 1-good 2-well 3-best 4-better 

316-A: Do you have any more sugar? B: Sorry, there isn’t ……left. 

 1-no 2-any 3-none 4-some 

317-I haven’t been able to play tennis since I….my arm. 

 1-broke 2-have broken 3-was broken 4-have been broken 

318-We could do this…..with a computer. 

 1-easier 2-more easily 3-the most easily 4-the easiest 

319-This is the street in……our house is located. 

 1-where 2-that 3-which 4-there 

320-You have done…..better than I had expected. 

 1-so 2-such 3-enough 4-much 

321-I don’t…..getting up very early in the morning. 

 1-allow 2-advise 3-expect 4-mind 

322-The soft drinks are…….., but you have to pay for the lunch. 

 1-easy 2-free 3-real 4-nice 

323-He had to think of something and the rest of the boys had to…..what he was thinking of. 

 1-guess 2-grow 3-sign 4-sick 

324-The doctor did his best to save him……….it was too late. 

 1-because 2-however 3-although 4-therefore 

325-All your changes of plan have made me……. 



 

 1-confuse 2-to confuse 3-confusing 4-confused 

326-The doctor advised me to try to avoid foods that….. a lot of fat. 

 1-improve 2-lie 3-contain 4-contact 

327-Iran is a country with different climates which has very rich natural…… 

 1-conditions 2-resources 3-emotions 4-inventions 

328-The value of the natural…is known to everyone. Every countryman should support them. 

 1-resources 2-forces 3-sources 4-courses 

329-I came late and missed…..Tom winning the game. 

 1-to see 2-saw 3-see 4-seeing 

330-Pollution which affects our lives must be…… 

 1-increased 2-reduced 3-developed 4-improved 
331-In the cupboard, there are some……..tea cups used for special occasions. 

 1-small beautiful Egyptian 2-beautiful small Egyptian 

 3-Egyptian beautiful small 4-small Egyptian beautiful 

How often one hears children wishing they were grown up, and old people wishing they were young again. Each 

age has its pleasures and its pains, and the happiest person is the one who enjoys what each age gives him properly. 

Childhood is a time when there are few responsibilities to make life difficult. A child finds pleasure in playing in 

the rain, or in the snow. But a child has his pain: he is not so free to do as he wishes as he thinks older people are. 

When the young man starts to earn his own living, he becomes free from the discipline of school and parents. If 

he breaks the laws of society as he used to break the laws of his parents, he may go to prison. If, however, he works 

hard, keeps out of trouble, he can have the great happiness of seeing himself make steady progress in his job and of 

building up for himself his own position in society. 

With old age should come wisdom and the ability to help others with advice wisely given. They can watch their 

children and their grandchildren growing up around them. They feel the happiness of having come through the battle 

of life safely and of having reached a time when they can lie back and rest, leaving others to continue the fight. 

332-According to the passage, the happiest person is the one who….. . 

 1-enjoys the time of his childhood 2-gets the most advantage of his age 

 3-starts to earn his own living 4-keeps out of trouble all through his life 

333-Which of the following statements about old people is supported by the passage? 

 1-They are usually satisfied with their past 2-They like to have young friends 

 3-They have the same wishes as young people 4-They are not as wise as middle-aged people 

334-According to the passage, it is true that… 

 1-children are free to do as they wish 

 2-one should fight as long as one is alive 

 3-children never taste the difficulties of life 

 4-When one gets retired, one will be less troubled in the battle of life 

335-According to the passage, young people….. 

 1-wish they were children 2-do not like the jobs their parents have 

 3-find pleasure in playing games 4-become free from the childhood discipline after finding a job 

336-The passage says that old people can usually help others by….. 

 1-looking after themselves 2-not being dependent on them financially 

 3-giving them good advice 4-not asking young people to follow their way of life 

337-The army captain told the soldiers…..until he gave order. 

 1-not shoot 2-not to shoot 3-don’t shoot 4-not shooting 

338-A: Hello. May I speak to Jim, please? B: Just a moment. I…….him. 

 1-get 2-will get 3-am getting 4-am going to get 

339-A: Could you water the trees in the garden? B: If it….so cold, I …..water them. 

 1-is not-will 2-is not-would 3-was not-will 4-were not-would 

340-My brother has a……table-lamp in his room. 
 1-beautiful white round 2-white beautiful round 3-round beautiful white 4-beautiful round white 

Edison, Thomas Alva (1847-1931), an American scientist, was one of the world’s greatest inventors: he was born 

at Millan, Ohio in the United states. As a boy he had a great deal of imagination and curiosity, and was taken away 

from school because the teacher thought his continual questions were a sign of stupidity. His first great interest was 

chemistry and he read all he could about it; he was only ten when he began to grow and sell vegetables so that he 

could buy chemicals for making experiments at home. When he was 12 he worked selling magazines and fruit on a 

train. 



 

He then decided to learn telegraphy and worked in several telegraph offices. Then he had the chance to walk into 

the building of a telegraph company just as the telegraph stopped working. Soon afterwards he made a large sum of 

money by selling his design for a telegraphic instrument known as a stock checker, which relayed information about 

share prices from stock markets. 

He then began on his own and set up a workshop and laboratory for making stock checkers and for work on his 

other inventions. He also helped to make the first successful typewriter and found a way of sending as many as six 

messages together over the same telegraph wire without getting them mixed up. He was very proud of having 

invented the gramophone in 1877. 

341-Edison stopped studying at school ,for…….. 

 1-he did not study well 2-the teacher thought he would not make progress at school 

 3-his mother wanted him to do so 4-he had a great imagination and curiosity 

342-At first Edison gave his attention to……. 

 1-physics 2-typewriting 3-chemistry 4-telegraphy 

343-He became financially successful by…… 

 1-working in a telegraph company 2-making chemicals at home 

 3-selling magazines and fruit on a train 4-selling his design for a stock checker 

344-According to his teacher Edison’s continual questions showed his…… 

 1-stupidity 2-telegraphy 3-curiosity 4-imagination 

345-According to the passage, which sentence is not true? 

 1-He, in 1877, invented one of the things he was very proud of. 

 2-By inventing the first typewriter he could send as many as six messages without getting them mixed up. 

 3-He began on his own and set up a workshop and laboratory for making stock checkers. 

 4-He decided to learn telegraphy and worked in several telegraph offices. 

346-Do you know that Maria…..as a computer programmer of the Company?(R-85) 

 1-was inviting 2-is going to invite 3-has been invited 4-is inviting 

347-Tom is……….Almost everyone enjoys talking to him. 

 1-interesting 2-interestingly 3-an interest 4-interests 

348-Many apartments……for the poor employees during the last five years.(H-85) 

 1-are built 2-were building 3-have built 4-have been built 

349-Ronald works very hard. It’s not…..that he is always tired. 

 1-surprisingly 2-surprising 3-surprised 4-surprise 

350-If you….to get help from me, you must behave better than you are behaving now. 

 1-affect 2-reflect 3-expect 4-respect 

351-The land next to our house…..sold to the government recently.(T-85) 

 1-is 2-had been 3-has been 4-will be 

352-Why are you always worried? Is your life really……? 

 1-bore 2-boring 3-to bore 4-bored 

353-The horse that they let Jane…..was the most beautiful animal I had ever seen. 

 1-rides 2-to ride 3-riding 4-ride 

354-The teacher asked the students…..while he was teaching.(E-85) 

 1-not be talking 2-not to talk 3-not talking 4-don’t talk 

355-Do you know anyone who might be interested…..buying an old car? 

 1-for 2-on 3-with 4-in 

356-My father advised me and my brother….a used car.(R-86) 

 1-do not buy 2-not to buy 3-we do not buy 4-to not buying 

357-I asked someone to… the value of my house before I actually sold it. 

 1-prepare 2-produce 3-estimate 4-enhance 
Before Newton’s time, scientists knew something about gravity. They knew that gravity makes objects fall to the 

ground and keeps houses and people from being thrown into space. Could it be, Newton asked himself, that the earth 

pulls the moon and keeps it from running away? And could it be that the sun pulls the earth and the other planets and 

helps keep them in their paths? Newton thought so. 

At first he could not prove that his idea was right. He himself decided that he was on the wrong track. But years 

later he worked again on the problem and found out that he had been right after all. He wrote a famous book about 

gravity. 



 

Newton made many other discoveries. Some of them were about light. He found out, for instance, that sunlight is 

made up of the rainbow colors. He studied sunlight partly by blowing soap bubbles and watching the colors in them. 

His neighbors were surprised to see a grown man blowing bubbles for hours at a time. 

Newton wanted to find out more about the planets and the other heavenly bodies. But he was not satisfied with 

the telescopes that were available. To get a better one he invented a new kind-a reflecting telescope. It helped him 

find out many new things about the sky. 
358-Scientist who lived before Newton……. 

 1-Were familiar with what we now call gravity 

 2-did not know why object fell to the ground 

 3-did not understand that some force held them tied to the Earth 

 4-were amazed at the fact that houses kept sticking to the ground. 

359-Newton wrote his first book when he…. 

 1-realized that his ideas were correct 2-found out he was on the wrong track 

 3-decided to become famous in his country 4-decided to share his experiments with other scientists 

360-The phrase “made up” in paragraph 3 is closest in meaning to… 

 1-bent 2-built 3-composed 4-separated 

361-The word “one” in paragraph 4 refers to…. 

 1-kind 2-view 3-experiment 4-telescope 

362-Why are you so sad? Is your life really…..?(H-86) 

 1-bores 2-bored 3-boring 4-so bored 

363-He said he didn’t need a job because he…..a better one before. 

 1-has offered 2-had offered 3-has been offered 4-had been offered 

364-No one exactly knows what led to the…..of dinosaurs. 

 1-extinction 2-involvement 3-performance 4-conclusion 

365-When raw materials or foods are…they are changed in a suitable manner for a particular purpose. 

 1-transferred 2-processed 3-managed 4-stored 

366-What you consider as…….can be recycled to be used again. 

 1-mineral 2-slum 3-trash 4-fuel 

367-I missed…the news on TV when I was traveling abroad.(T-86) 

 1-watched 2-to watch 3-watch 4-watching 

368-Police are….the man who has stolen a car. 

 1-taking action 2-searching for 3-looking after 4-doing research into 
One of the most famous books in the world is the Gutenberg Bible. As much as half a million dollars..369..for a 

single copy of it. It gets its name….370….Johann Gutenberg is supposed to have printed it. But….371….an early 

printer named Schaeffer printed it instead. Gutenberg is often called the inventor of printing. Most people, when they 

talk about the invention of printing…372…printing with….373….type letters. But Gutenberg did not invent printing 

of this kind. 

369-1-had paid 2-has paid 3-had been paid 4-has been paid 

370-1-although 2-however 3-because 4-whereas 

371-1-probably 2-firmly 3-primarily 4-powerfully 

372-1-create 2-mean 3-provide 4-attach 

373-1-appropriate 2-similar 3-reflected 4-separate 

The Greek philosopher Plato has had an enormous influence on the thought and literature of the worlds. He grew 

up during the Peloponnesian War, when the greatness of Athens came to an end. The injustices of the new rulers 

made him turn from politics, which had interested him, and devote himself to philosophy. That is, he studied and 

tried to understand and explain the truth about the world around him. 
Plato was the most famous pupil of that other Greek teacher Socrates, and he wrote down the words of his master. In 

two of his works, he gave accounts of Socrates’ death. Plato also made Socrates the chief speaker in most of his Dialogues, 

which are imaginary conversations on philosophy. It was in these dialogues that Plato put forward his ideas. Following the 

example of Socrates, he tried to find answers to such questions as “What is justice?” “What is beauty?” “What is 

goodness?” One of the greatest of Plato’s dialogues The Republic describes a perfect state. 

Plato believed that rulers should be trained from their earliest youth to rule not for their own benefit but for the good 

of all the people in the state. However, the young prince whom Plato himself taught governed as badly as anyone else. 

374-According to the passage, Plato devoted himself to philosophy because…. 
 1-he did not like politics  2-he studied and tried to understand the truth 

 3-the greatness of Athens came to an end 4-of the injustice of the rulers 

375-Which sentence about Plato is NOT true? 



 

 1-Plato included Socrates in his written work. 

 2-Plato described Socrates’ death in his work 

 3-Plato was the most famous teacher of Socrates 

 4-Plato has had an enormous influence on the thought and literature of the world. 

376-Which of the following is NOT TRUE about Plato’s Dialogues? 

 1-They are about important subjects 

 2-they are about some issues in philosophy 

 3-Plato himself is one of the people in the conversations 

. 4-The conversations are the product of Plato’s mind. 

377-The word “state” in paragraph 3 means….. 

 1-government 2-condition 3-manner 4-organization 

378-She was wearing a…..shirt.(Z-86) 

 1-white and black silk beautiful 2-silk beautiful black and white 

 3-black and white beautiful silk 4-beautiful black and white silk 

379-Our teacher usually makes all the students….a lecture in the class. 

 1-give 2-to give 3-be given 4-that they give 
Studies show that rapid increase in population growth creates problems for developing countries. So why don’t 

people have fewer children? The information collected from the developed countries suggests that it is only when 

people’s living standards begin to rise that birth rates begin to fall. There are good reasons for this. Poor countries 

cannot afford social services and old age pensions-the money they get from the government when they become old 

and can’t work-and people’s incomes are so low they have nothing to save for the future. As a result, people look to 

their children to provide them with financial help in their old age. Having a large family can be a form of insurance, 

and even while they are still quite young, children can do a lot of useful jobs on a small farm. So poor people in a 

developing country will need to see clear signs of much better conditions ahead before they can think of having 

smaller families. But their conditions cannot be improved unless there is a reduction in the rate at which population 

is increasing. This will depend on a very much wider acceptance of family planning and this, in turn, will mean basic 

changes in people’s ideas. 

380-What is the best title for the passage? 

 1-Reasons for population increase 2-Children’s function in poor countries 

 3-People’s income in developing countries 4-Family planning programs in developing countries 

381-According to the writer, people in poor countries have a lot of children mainly because…. 

 1-they receive government support for every child 

 2-they rely on them for support during their old age 

 3-methods of family planning are not being practiced in those countries 

 4-they usually became involved with farming, which makes it easier for them to get their food 

382-The writer mentions that, before deciding upon family planning,…..., 

 1-people in poor countries should be moved to urban areas 

 2-governments of poor countries should change people’s income and ideas 

 3-governments of developing countries must forbid parents to use child labor on farms 
 4-developed countries should help developing ones to improve their standards of living 

383-The word “they” in line 7 refers to…… 

 1-parents 2-people 3-family 4-children 

384-For which of the following has the writer given a definition? 

 1-Pension 2-Insurance 3-Family planning 4-Population increase 
385-I turned off the TV because I didn’t find the film….(E-86) 

 1-amusingly 2-amusing 3-amused 4-amuses 

386-All the food……before we got to the picnic. 

 1-has eaten 2-had eaten 3-had been eaten 4-has been eaten 

387-We don’t want to risk …..involved in a civil war.(R-87) 

 1-become 2-becoming 3-of becoming 4-to become 

388-I ……..to play ping pong by the time I was six. 

 1-was taught 2-taught 3-had taught 4-had been taught 

389- Just imagine…….in a country where it is always warm and sunny.(H-87) 

 1-living 2-to live 3-that live 4-of living 

390-The teacher thought the lesson…..reviewed before. 

 1-has 2-had 3-has been 4-had been 

391-Tom asked me….tell anyone what had happened.(T-87) 



 

 1-not 2-not to 3-do not 4-to not 

392-The students were very…..when they saw that….movie.(Z-87) 

 1-amusing-interesting 2-amusing-interested 3-amused-interesting 4-amused-interested 

393-Mona Lisa ........by Leonardo de Vinci as far as I…… 

 1-was painted-know  2-was painted-am known 

 3-has been painted-am known 4-has been painted-know 

394-Research has shown that weather can……people’s behavior. 

 1-raise 2-bother 3-influence 4-introduce 

395-The fact that I am as old as you does not make any…… 

 1-pattern 2-content 3-average 4-difference 

396-We will….new computers for all the schools over the next year. 

 1-follow 2-improve 3-provide 4-perform 

397-The situation has got better by several……new developments. 

 1-willing 2-exciting 3-confusing 4-shocking 

398- The jokes were …….to most of the children, so they got…… 

 1-amusing-amusing 2-amusing-amused 3-amused-amusing 4- amused- amused 

399-The book contains information about a wide….of subjects. 

 1-variety 2-function 3-observation 4-pattern 

400- I can't believe I am … going to see the leader. 

 1- softly 2- really 3- carefully 4- briefly 

401-That ……..cupboard is very expensive.(Z-88) 

 1-brown Iranian big wood 2-big Iranian brown wood 

 3-big brown Iranian wood 4-Iranian big brown wood 

402-She is very good at……her duties. 

 1-winning 2-releasing 3-following 4-handling 

403-The police found the man…… 

 1-injuring 2-injured 3-to injure 4-injuries 

404-The use of computers has made it possible for more people….from home. 

 1-working 2-work 3-to work 4-worked 

405-He loves something ……... Something that makes him laugh. 

 1-amuse 2- amused 3- amusing 4- amusingly 

406-If I had to choose between fish and chicken, I’d…..the former. 

 1-prefer 2-access 3-bend 4-hire 

407-Although these stamps are valueless, I like them for their color and…. 

 1-detail 2-device 3-sample 4-design 

408-Many people like to….some food in case of an emergency. 

 1-rise 2-decrease 3-survive 4-store 

409-His mother, a…..teacher, taught him a few things, but he was mostly self-educated. 

 1-hire 2-former 3-labor 4-human 

410-The government tried to…..the country’s industry by reducing the import of cheap goods. 

 1-include 2-join 3-protect 4-estimate 
411-Storms……in their strength. They can be harmless and do no damage, or they can be very dangerous. 

 1-update 2-vary 3-pump 4-remove 

412-Something that makes the air, rivers, or seas dirty is known as….. 

 1-population 2-flood 3-pollution 4-damage 

413-No one knows for sure what caused the…..of the dinosaurs from the face of the earth. 

 1-existence 2-function 3-position 4-extinction 

414-My parents always ask me….much money on clothes. 

 1-not spend 2-don’t spend 3-not spending 4-not to spend 

415-If you….a cheap camera, would you buy it? 

 1-offer 2-offered 3-were offered 4-be offered 

416-He…..in prison for five years before he was free.(kh-85) 

 1-is kept 2-had kept 3-had been kept 4-has been kept 



 

417-The information stored in a computer can be…..whenever needed. 

 1-entered 2-accessed 3attracted 4-devoted 

418-Jack had a car accident and could not avoid….the other car.(Kh-86) 

 1-hit 2-to hit 3-hitting 4-being hit 
419-The milk….strange-do you think it’s OK to drink? 

 1-exists 2-tastes 3-holds 4-occurs 

420-Before buying a computer, I think we should ….the cost. 

 1-suggest 2-consider 3-recognize 4-imagine 
There was a king named Midas, who once helped the Greek god Dionysus. In return, Dionysus…421…to give 

him whatever he most wanted. Midas asked that everything he touched should…422…to gold and was very happy 

when his request was accepted.….423…, the gift soon proved to be a …424…when he picked up a piece of bread to 

eat; it became gold. He lifted his glass to drink; it turned to gold….425…., he asked Dionysus to take away the gift, 

and the god told him to wash his hands in a river. Midas did so and lost his magic touch. 

421- 1-offered 2-informed 3-ignored 4-released 

422- 1-have turned 2-turning 3-to turn 4-be turned 

423- 1-Because 2-While 3-However 4-Though 

424- 1-trouble 2-loss 3-rubbish 4-cause 

425- 1-Actually 2-Finally 3-Uselessly 4-Nearly 

426-We have been advised not to risk….in these countries.(kh-88) 

 1-travel 2-travelling 3-travelled 4-to travel 

427-Just imagine…..in a country where it is always warm and sunny. What will you do?(R-89) 

 1-lived 2-living 3-to live 4-be living 

428-I think we have just enough gasoline to reach our….. 

 1-destination 2-imagination 3-extinction 4-inaction 
Even when asleep the body needs energy. The more active a person is, the more energy the body uses. The energy 

comes from the chemical “burning” of carbohydrates, fats, proteins, and certain other substances such as alcohol. 

The energy values of different foods can be measured by burning them in a special small oven called a calorimeter. 

Energy in food is often measured in calories. One kilocalorie, usually written as Kcal or Calorie(with a capital C), is 

the amount of energy required to raise the temperature of one kilogram of water by 1°Celsius. In fact, the Calorie is 

a unit of heat, not energy. In the modern system of measurements, energy is measured in joules. (1 Calorie equals 4.2 

Kilojoules.) You can find the calorie content of almost any food by looking in a slimming magazine or book. 

An adult needs, on average, a little under 3,000 Calories a day. A manual worker would need 4.000 or more, 

because of the energy used up in physical activity. Children, who are growing and also very active, need extra 

Calories as well. As people become older they need fewer Calories, partly because they are physically less active and 

partly because some of their body tissues become chemically less active. 

429-The best title for the passage is….. 

 1-Carbohydrates 2-Energy and Food 3-Fats and Proteins 4-Chemical Burning 

430-Acccording to the passage, the energy values of foods can be measured by….. 

 1-chemicals  2-the use of boiling water 

 3-the activity of the person 4-burning them in a calorimeter 

431-The passage points out that Calorie is actually a unit of…. 

 1-heat 2-joules 3-energy 4-Celsius 

432-Which of the following is likely to need fewer Calories? 

 1-Adults 2-Manual workers 3-Women 4-Old people 

433-12.6 kilojoules equal…..Calories. 

 1)-1 2)-2 3)-3 4)-4 

434-Mary always likes to drive a/an……car. (T-89) 

 1-little old red 2-old little red 3-red little old 4-little red old 

435-His greatest…..is his ability to communicate with different people. 

 1-health 2-strength 3-weight 4-energy 

436-I want to go back to work if I can find somebody to…..the children. 

 1-call up 2-look after 3-look for 4-call out 

437-Some computers have very …..instructions.(Z-89) 

 1-confusing 2-confused 3-confuse 4-confusingly 

438-I saw a/an…..painting in the art gallery.(E-89) 

 1-old interesting Japanese 2-interesting old Japanese 



 

 3-old Japanese interesting 4-Japanese old interesting 

439-Tom has not been able to find any friends…..he began his search. 

 1-because 2-since 3-whereas 4-whether 
An object which revolves around a planet, as the Moon revolves around the Earth, is called a satellite. All satellites 

move round their parent…440…in paths called orbits. The attractive pull of the planet..441…its satellites in orbit. If 

the planet has an atmosphere and if the satellite comes close enough to move..442…that atmosphere, the satellite is 

slowed down and…443…falls to the surface of the planet. In falling through the atmosphere under the….444…of 

the planet’s gravity, the satellite may come across enough rubbing to cause it to burn up like a meteor. 

440- 1-probes 2-rockets 3-vehicles 4-planets 

441- 1-keeps 2-picks 3-makes 4-saves 

442- 1-on 2-with 3-through 4-by 

443- 1-firmly 2-mainly 3-carelessly 4-finally 

444- 1-shape 2-mantle 3-projection 4-influence 

445-We missed……her ride her horse last Friday.(kh-89) 

 1-watch 2-watching 3-to watch 4-be watched 

446- Billy's mother advised him ----------- too near the lion's cage in the zoo.(R-90) 

 1) not go 2) not to go 3) to not go 4) does not go 

447- They are still ----------- the missing child. 

 1) calling up 2) pointing out 3) making up 4) searching for 

448- Our teacher didn't explain some of the... points well; that's why the students have problems.(H-90) 

 1) confuse 2) confusedly 3) confusing 4) confused 

449- Keep ----------- until you get to the crossroad and then turn left.(T-90) 

 1) go 2) to go 3) going 4) be going 

450- We could buy a ----------- blouse from that store. 

 1) nice blue cotton Korean 2) nice blue Korean cotton 

 3) blue nice Korean cotton 4) Korean blue cotton nice 
Lions rival tigers for the title of the biggest cat. In fact, lions and tigers are so similar in their physical features 

that without their distinctively colored fur, soft hair that covers the bodies of some animals, even scientists have 

trouble telling them apart. Male lions weigh between 150 and 250 kg (330 and 550 lb) and stand about 123 cm (about 

48 in) tall at the shoulder. They measure up to 250 cm (98 in) in length, not including the tail, which measures an 

additional 90 to 105 cm (35 to 41 in). Female lions are smaller, weighing between 120 and 182 kg (265 and 400 lb). 

They stand about 107 cm (about 42 in) tall and measure less than 175 cm (less than 69 in) in length, with a slightly 

shorter tail. 

Adult lions have fur that varies in color from light brown to reddish brown. The fur of the tail is darker. Only male 

lions grow a mane, the long hair around the shoulders, which grows darker and fuller as the animal ages. Cubs are 

born with thickly spotted fur, which helps them hide from dangerous animals. The spots gradually lose color as the 

cubs grow up, sometimes remaining on the legs and belly until the lion grows fully. 

451- It can be understood from the passage that lions and tigers -----------. 

 1) are each other's enemies 2) are very similar in form 

 3) are mentioned together in all scientists' reports 

 4) are the biggest animals in some parts of the world 

452- A male lion is --------- long (including its tail). 

 1) over 3 meters  2) less than 3 meters 

 3) two and a half meters 4) one meter and twenty-three centimeters 

453- According to the passage, it is normally impossible to find ----------. 

 1) a lion with a one-meter-long tail 

 2) a male lion that is less than 123 cm tall at the shoulder 

 3) a female lion that is less than 100 kg 

 4) a female lion smaller in size than a male one 

454- What does paragraph 1 mainly discuss? 

 1) Physical features of lions 2) Difference in length between lions 

 3) Why male and female lions are different 4) What makes scientists confused about lions 

455- Which of the following words is defined in the passage? 

 1) cub 2) shoulder 3) mane 4) spot 

456-Like many other writers he lived in…..throughout his life. 

 1-ability 2-variety 3-poverty 4-activity 



 

457-I would ….them with whatever they needed if they informed me. 

 1-prepare 2-provide 3-promise 4-produce 

458-He said he was nervous about…..as a number of the team. 

 1-don’t choosing 2-not choosing 3-don’t be chosen 4-not being chosen 

459-The joke Tom told us was so….that I couldn’t help laughing. 

 1-amuse 2-amusing 3-amused 4-amusement 

460-You should water the flowers…..if you would like to have a beautiful garden. 

 1-hardly 2-proudly 3-regularly 4suddenly 

461-This book will provide you with all the information you need. “Provide” means…….. 

 1-supply 2-promise 3-contain 4-expect 

462- He has not seen his old friends --------- he arrived here last week(R-91) 

 1) since 2) when 3) so that 4) so as to 

463- I am sorry to say that the plane will arrive at its --------- one hour later than usual. 

 1) space 2) journey 3) destination 4) situation 

464- A: Do you have any news about Ted for me? B: No. I haven't seen him --------. 

 1) lately 2) briefly 3) commonly 4) suitably 

465- My grandmother told us ----------- stories and we all enjoyed them very much.(H-91) 

 1) amused 2) amusing 3) to amuse 4) to be amused 

466- Although he usually prefers to be alone, he..... our invitation to stay the whole afternoon with us. 

 1) offered 2) allowed 3) accepted 4) lowered 

467- I am not ---------- to take any risks in my business. 

 1) possible 2) willing 3) necessary 4) frightening 

468- He has recently bought a ---------- car.(T-91) 

 1) white beautiful Japanese big 2) beautiful white big Japanese 

 3) beautiful big white Japanese 4) Japanese big beautiful white 

469- A: How many scientists took part in the conference? B: --------- 50 ones. 

 1) Mostly 2) Nearly 3) Primarily 4) Immediately 

470- After the accident it was a long time before he returned to his ---------- mental state. 

 1) former 2) useless 3) similar 4) personal 
Choose a place you want to go to in a way that the whole family will enjoy. Children lose interest much faster 

than adults, so when choosing, keep your young ones in mind and make sure there are activities that will keep them 

busy and interested. 

Going on a long road trip with your kids can be quite stressful if you're not prepared to deal with the short attention 

span of kids. Take coloring books, toys, video games, CD's that have audio for children, food and water to last the 

journey and other things you would consider a necessity for your family. 

Make sure your family is protected, use seatbelts and child secure seats for children in the back seat; they have 

been proven to keep kids safe if you run into some trouble on the road. If you plan on going camping remember to 

carry a first aid kit with the essentials. 

If you are heading to a place that has been recommended by a friend or from other travel source and not sure of 

the how to get there, keep a map of geographic area in hand, it could also be an answer to the most common question 

from your kid― "Are we there yet?" 

When on a long trip, it is safer to carry sandwiches, fruits, bottles of water enough for the entire family. Remember 

to carry a garbage bag so that you don't have to litter the road; it will also reduce the stops you have to make on the 

journey, reserving the stops to use the restroom and to stretch your legs. 

471- What is the best title for the passage? 

 1) “Where to Go on a Trip” 2) “Road Trip Ideas for Family” 

 3) “Protection during a Long Travel” 4) “Advantage of Travel for Children” 

472- According to the passage, if you see your kids painting a picture in the car during a trip 

instead of looking at the natural views you ---------. 

 1) may get very stressful 2) should not get surprised 

 3) have to stop the car so that they can relax 4) must try to get them involved in other activities 

473- You are advised to take a first aid kit with you ---------. 

 1) if you are going camping 2) because children may get sick easily 

 3) because roads are not completely safe 4) to help those who may be injured in car accidents 

474- According to the passage, the question, "Are we there yet?" is one that ----------. 
 1) people ask when they lose their way 2) shows the great interest of children in traveling 



 

 3) children ask very often on the way to a place 4) shows children cannot concentrate on one thing for a long time 

475- According to the last paragraph, on a long trip, you --------. 

 1) are not as safe as you are on a short trip 2) can't do anything special to reduce the number of stops 

 3) may not find many restaurants on the way 4) are not to throw away unwanted things on the road 

476- The topic suggested by the teacher was --------- one that attracted us all.(E-91) 

 1) interesting 2) interested 3) an interesting 4) an interested 

477- What I eat for breakfast ----------- a piece of bread and a little bit of cheese only. 

 1) makes up 2) insists on 3) consists of 4) keeps up with 
The first time I came to the Herault, after a ten-hour train ride from Paris to Montpellier, I caught a bus to the old 

village where my friend Sarah had bought a house. When I got there an hour and a half later, despite the fact that I'd 

been riding on a modern bus, I had the sense that I'd moved back 700 years. 

Sarah's house is made of stone, a few hundred years old, typical of the kind of place for sale cheaply here. Like 

actually all the village houses it's attached to the neighboring ones―so although the village is small it feels heavily 

populated, everybody living close together, always somebody leaning out of the window or sitting in front of the 

door. Inside, it is dark and cool. When Sarah bought the house, it had cold running water, some missing floors, and 

the fireplace didn't work. 

478- How long did it take the writer to get to the place where her friend's house was? 

 1) Ten hours 2) Longer than a day 3) One and a half hours 4) Eleven and a half hours 

479- All of the following are true about Sarah's house EXCEPT that it was ---------. 

 1) made of stone  2) built over 700 years ago 

 3) connected to other houses 4) located in a crowded village 

480- It can be understood from the passage that people living in the village ----------. 

 1) didn't seem to know Sarah 2) offered their houses for sale at a low price 

 3) were probably friendly towards each other 4) went into their house when the writer arrived 

481- It can be understood from the passage that when Sarah bought her house it was ---------. 

 1) good enough to live in 2) required some repairs 

 3) in the same condition as the other houses 4) older than the other houses in the village 

482- Which of the following questions does the passage answer? 

 1) Did anyone help Sarah to fix her house? 

 2) How did the author happen to know Sarah? 

 3) Why did the author travel 700 years back in time? 

 4) Did the author walk from Montpellier to her friend's house? 

483- Can you turn the TV…….? You may wake the children…….. . 

 1) down- up 2) out- on 3) on- up 4) up- on 

484- A lot of people are………to go to the dentists. I don't know why. 

 1) confused 2)frightened 3) surprised 4) suffered 

485- We have completed ten items … we started doing this exercise.(kh-91) 

 1) when 2) since 3) enough 4) whether 

486- Mothers are often the ones who provide … support for the family. 

 1) mild 2) natural 3) anxious 4) emotional 

487- The government has been blamed for not answering … to the needs of the homeless. 

 1) appropriately 2) comfortably 3) artificially 4) surprisingly 
Dramatic changes in children’s language occur during early childhood. At about 18 months, children may know 

about 30 words and can speak one word, such as “Doggie!” or “More!” at a time. This ability shows that children 

have learned to use words as symbols that stand for objects, actions, and people. Then suddenly, within just a month 

or so, children’s vocabularies double to about 70 words, and they begin to put words together to form two-word 

sentences such as “There doggy” or “Mummy come”. When early childhood ends at six years, children know from 

8,000 to 14,000 words and speak in long, accurate sentences. 

Children’s first words and sentences are about the visible, here-and-now world. By the age of four, children begin 

to talk about things that they cannot see as well as those they can, and about the past and the future, as well as the 

present. They also make up fantasies and stories about things that never happened. 

As children grow older, they became better able to express complex ideas and judge what they need to say in 

order to make themselves understood. Children also become more skillful at adjusting their speech to different people. 

They learn to talk formally and respectfully to adults, and informally to their friends. They speak “baby- talk” to 

infants. 

488- What is the best title for the passage? 

 1) Language Development 2) Second Language Learning 



 

 3) Vocabulary Learning by Children 4)Opinion Expression: Age Effect 

489- If a child begins to say “Daddy leave”, it must … . 

 1) be aged 18 months  2) know about 70 words 

 3) also be able to express complex ideas 4) be at the end of early childhood 

490- The word “those” in paragraph 2 refers to … . 

 1) children 2) things 3) words and sentences 4) the past and the future 

491- Paragraph 2 mainly deals with … . 

 1) the content of children’s speech 2) the accuracy of the language used by children 

 3) children’s ability to use language to invent stories 4) the effect of the actual world 

on children’s language learning 

492-- It can be understood from the last paragraph that children … . 

 1) sometimes speak informally when they are required to use formal language 

 2) use their speech to learn new skills 

 3) can change the language forms they use according to their audience 

 4) rarely attempt to judge the effect of their speech on the people with whom they communicate 

493- The dishes ---------- yet. Could you please wash them up? 

 1) have been not washed 2) have not been washed 

 3) are not being washed 4) had not been washed 

494- I have ------------ a useful experience from doing that job for years. 

 1) guaranteed 2) guessed 3) guided 4) gained 
Why some very good students often fail exams was recently studied by a professor of psychology. Professor Iris 

Fodor conducted some -- 495 ..on the anxiety of some students before taking exams. He --- 496 --- that many students 

fail exams because they become ..497 .. nervous and cannot think. ..498.., although they have studied hard, they are 

afraid of whatever is on the exam. Therefore, those who are.. 499.. forget everything they have studied. 

495- 1) research 2) posture 3) training 4) procedure 

496- 1) enhanced 2) rattled 3) stated 4) measured 

497- 1) softly 2) interchangeably 3) exactly 4) extremely 

498- 1) Even so 2) Because 3) Whether 4) Besides 

499- 1) rural 2) useless 3) nervous 4) irrelevant 

500- As the movie went on, it became more and more ----------.(H-92) 

 1) bored 2) boring 3) boredom 4) boringly 

501- I was surprised that she left without ----------- good-bye to anyone. 

 1) say 2) to say 3) saying 4) being said 

502- I ---------- a game of tennis with Mike when Sue -----------. 

 1) had finished / arrived 2) finished / had arrived 

 3) have finished / arrived 4) finished / has arrived 
503- The fire finally ------------- under control, but only after extensive damage -----------.(Z-92) 

 1) got / had been caused  2) had gotten / was caused 

 3) got / has been caused  4) had gotten / had been caused 

504- I am ------------- my friend's children while she takes a week's holiday. 

 1) looking for 2) looking after 3) taking after 4) taking care 

505- The director of the program advised the students -------- time -------- material that was so out–of date. 

 1) to avoid wasting / reading 2) to avoid to waste / to read 

 3) avoid to waste / reading 4) avoiding wasting / reading 

506- Exercise and weight ----- can help lower your blood pressure and help you feel more energetic. 

 1) pace 2) task 3) loss 4) choice 

507- I think the plane is ------------- in a few minutes. 

 1) turning on 2) making up 3) turning up 4) taking off 

508- Ali left his job because he was so tired of ----------- the same job, day after day.(E-92) 

 1) do 2) doing 3) to do 4) doing of 

509- Have you ever noticed that the neighbor's trees have grown ---------. 

 1) considerably 2) comfortably 3) strongly 4) actively 

510- Our luggage was checked all the way through to our final ----------. 

 1) situation 2) destination 3) observation 4) connection 

511- Didn't the woman look lovely in that ---------- silk dress?(T-93) 

 1) beautiful long green 2) long beautiful green 



 

 3) green beautiful long 4) long green beautiful 
Although milk is made up mainly of water, it contains nearly all the food substances needed by the body. That is 

why it is a valuable drink for children and is used in so many different ways in our diet. 

Milk looks white because it contains a protein (body-building substance) called casein. Through a microscope 

floating globules (small drops) of fat can be seen in milk. The layer of cream which floats on the top of milk is made 

up of fat globules. As well as casein and fat, which can both be seen, milk also contains a type of sugar called lactose 

dissolved in it. Minerals, particularly calcium and phosphorus (which are important in forming bones and teeth) and 

most of the vitamins essential for life and health are also contained in milk.\ 

Milk is produced by all female mammals to feed their young for the first part of their lives. All young mammals, 

from whales to babies, have milk for their first food. Because milk is a useful food for adults as well as for babies 

and children, people have kept animals for their milk from very early times. 

Among most English-speaking people the cow is the main provider of milk. In Spain and Greece, the sheep and 

the goat are the chief milk-producing animals. The camel provides milk to the desert tribes of Arabia, and in Egypt 

the water buffalo is a source. The reindeer furnishes milk to people living in Lapland. Mongolian tribes drink mare's 

milk. In Peru the llama is a milk-producing animal. In Tibet the people get milk from the yak. However, in certain 

countries, notably China and Japan, milk has never been an important part of the diet and dairy animals are not kept. 

512- What basic question is paragraph 2 intended to answer? 

 1) How is milk processed and produced? 2) Why does milk look like what it does? 

 3) What can be produced out of milk? 4) What does milk consist of? 

513- The word "it" in paragraph 2 refers to ---------. 

 1) sugar 2) fat 3) milk 4) casein 

514- It can be understood from the passage that the value of milk ----------. 

 1) was made clear to men when they observed animal behavior 

 2) is not yet known to people of different ages 3) was brought to surface due to technology 

 4) was known to people of old times 

515- According to the passage, all of the following are true EXCEPT that -----------. 

 1) people in all European countries use the cow to get milk 

 2) there are countries in which milk is not an essential part of their people's diet 

 3) the main animals that are used to provide milk may differ from country to country 

 4) the desert tribal people in Arabia actually use the camel as the source for the milk they consume 

516- The two men denied ---------- any information about who had robbed the bank.(Z-93) 

 1) had 2) have 3) having 4) to have 

517- I felt quite --------- during the marriage ceremony. 

 1) economical 2) emotional 3) artificial 4) physical 

518- My friend has a ---------- woolen rug on the floor in her bedroom.(E-93) 

 1) lovely long grey 2) long lovely grey 3) grey lovely long 4) long grey lovely 

519- We humans get our --------- from what we eat; plants get theirs from the soil. 

 1) matter 2) nutrients 3) sources 4) wildlife 

520-He surprised everyone by……….as the best actor of all the films of the year. 

 1-chose 2-choosing 3-choose 4-being chosen 

521-The enemy soldiers were made…..their direction since the area was full of mines. 

 1-change 2-changing 3-changed 4-to change 
In the modern world, face to face communication is lessening and children are spending increasing …522..of time 

in front of computers. Recent studies have shown that this can…523…relationship problems later in life. Without 

the feedback of another’s emotion risk…524….depressed. 

522- 1-amounts 2-conditions 3-areas 4-moods 

523- 1-insists on 2-result in 3-search for 4-slow down 

524- 1-became 2-become 3-to become 4-becoming 

525- Since Mina didn’t want to…..her roommate, she turned down the radio. 

 1-design 2-disturb 3-disagree 4-destroy 

526-He says he likes people…..others to remain hopeful even under the worst conditions.(KH-93) 

 1-encourage 2-they encourage 3-encouraging 4-are encouraged 
Earthquakes are probably one of the most frightening and destructive happenings of nature that man experiences. 

The effects of an earthquake are often …527.. Earthquakes have….528..the death of many human beings, much 

suffering, and great….529…..Today, the study of earthquakes has grown ..530…as scientists all over the world study 

the causes of earthquakes. These records were the first scientific….531….to write down the effects of an earthquake. 

527- 1-chemical 2-superior 3-terrible 4-formal 



 

528- 1-provided 2-caused 3-required 4-designed 

529- 1-damage 2-souce 3-impression 4-variety 

530- 1-destructively 2-distantly 3-smoothly 4-greatly 

531- 1-steps 2-stances 3-degrees 4-scences 

532- It is necessary for every student ............... to class on time and well-prepared.(R-94) 

 1) comes 2) coming 3) to come 4) who comes 

533- Simin told her brother .............. the radio while she was doing her homework. 

 1) don’t turn on 2) not to turn on 3) not turning on 4) he does not turn on 

534- Farid does not know any French at all, so he should take a(n)……. course for beginners. 

 1) direct 2) scientific 3)elementary 4)developmental 
Have you ever had an x-ray taken? If you have had a broken bone, toothache, or taken a suitcase on an airplane 

you ..535.. have. At the dentist you put the film inside your mouth. An x ray is a special way …536… a picture of a 

bone, tooth, or…537.. concealed from direct sight. X rays are useful in many ways. By reading an x ray, a doctor can 

see if a bone is broken or if a tooth has a cavity. The x ray process ..538 in 1895. X rays are useful in finding other 

hidden things, too. For example, bags at an airport are x-rayed to see if any dangerous items are inside without 

having…539.. and look in each one. 

535- 1)briefly 2)exactly 3)probably 4)actively 

536- 1)taking 2)to take 3)to taking 4)being taken 

537- 1)object 2)issue 3)field 4)unit 

538- 1)discovered 2)had discovered 3)has discovered 4)was discovered 

539- 1)opened 2)opening 3)to open 4)been opened 

For many years people have been trying to create a simple universal language that would serve all over the world 

as a common means of communication. In the last three hundred years, more than seven hundred such languages 

have been suggested. The most successful and the most popular of these is a language called Esperanto. It was 

invented by Ludwig Zamenhof who lived in Poland. When he was growing up, he saw that people from different 

backgrounds who lived in Poland had lots of difficulties communicating with each other. This often led to 

disagreements. Ludwig felt that a common language would help them understand each other better and agree with 

each other. So, he began working on a common international language. He started his work while he was still at 

school! In 1887, he published some information about his new language. He did not use his real name. He used the 

name Dr. Esperanto (which means “one who hopes”). Soon people from all over the world became interested in his 

language, called Esperanto. Today, Esperanto is spoken by about eight million people throughout the world. Many 

governments and international organizations recognize it in many ways. Esperanto is often used on radio broadcasts 

from official government stations. 

540- What is the passage mainly about? 

 1) The life of a Polish school boy 2) Invention of a universal language 

 3) How Esperanto has helped people 4)How people often do not understand each other 

541- What does the word “these” in line 3 refer to? 

 1) Years 2) Means 3) People 4)Languages 

542- Which of the following statements is TRUE? 

 I) Ludwig was afraid of people, so he changed his name. 

 2) Ludwig started to work on his idea when he was very young. 

 3) Esperanto has been widely used for the last three hundred years. 

 4) Many people did not understand Ludwig, so they disagreed with him. 

543- What do we understand about Ludwig Zamenhof? 

 I) He was hopeful that his invention would become successful one day. 

 2) He had difficulty communicating with people when he was growing up. 

 3)He spoke to eight million people in Esperanto. 

 4) He worked at an official radio station. 

544- A: “Can I help you?” B: “Yes, I’m looking for a ............ dress for my daughter.” 

1) small, pink, cotton 2) small, cotton, pink 3) pink, small, cotton 4) cotton, small, pink 

545- Hurry up! This information should ............ to Mary and her family as soon as possible. 

I) be sent 2)be sending 3) have sent 4) being sent 

546- 1 would like to know how Helen manages to keep…… before examinations. 

1) firm 2) calm 3) similar 4) natural 

547- I am sure this is an event that will………… in your mind for quite a long time. 

I) stick 2) survive 3) bother 4) suffer 



 

Leonardo da Vinci was born in 1452 in the area of Florence, Italy. He did many things. He was a scientist, inventor, 

musician, mathematician, and architect. He knew about animals and plants, too. He could do many things well. 

Leonardo was famous for his painting. He painted the Mona Lisa and The Last Supper. They are his most famous 

paintings, and many people know about them. He started working on The Last Supper in 1495 in Milan and finished 

it in 1498. He started working on the Mona Lisa in 1503 in Italy and finished it a short time before he died. It is now 

in France. Leonardo’s paintings were very good. He understood how human bodies worked. Besides, he knew how 

happy or sad people looked because he knew how emotion looked on people’s faces. Since he understood nature, 

light, and shadow, his paintings looked real. Leonardo had many ideas for inventions. He drew plans for a helicopter 

as well as a tank. He even had an idea for a calculator. He had an idea for making solar power, which is power that 

comes from the sun. Leonardo lived at the same time as Michelangelo and Raphael. He was 27 years older than 

Michelangelo and 31 years older than Raphael. Leonardo died in 1519. 

548- According to the passage, which of the following was Leonardo NOT good at? 

 1) Art 2) Biology 3) Chemistry  4) Psychology 

549- What does the word “them” in line 4 refer to? 

 ) Many people  2) Animals and plants 

 3) All Leonardo’s paintings 4) Mona Lisa and The Last Supper 

550- Which of the following can be concluded from the passage? 

 1) Mona Lisa took a longer time to finish than The Last Supper. 

 2) Leonardo painted Mona Lisa when he was still young. 

 3) Leonardo finished Mona Lisa in a short time. 

 4) Leonardo painted Mona Lisa in France. 

551- Which of the following do we understand about Leonardo? 

 1) He never thought of inventing something that could he used during war time. 

 2)He was interested in finding ways of obtaining energy from the sun. 

 3) He was aware of all natural elements when he made an invention. 

 4) He died when the famous artist Michelangelo was only 27. 

552- The TV program was really funny and made everyone ... .......... for a long time.(H-94) 

 1) laugh 2) laughs 3) laughing 4)to laugh 

553- This is a very difficult question, so it cannot……… so easily within a short time. 

 1) answer 2) be answered 3) to be answered 4) have answered 

554- Scientists are………. research into the effects of smoking on brain damage. 

 1) making 2) acting 3) taking 4) doing 

555- She suffered from an…….. problem after her husband’s death, and unfortunately none of her friends 

was ready to help her. 

 1) emotional 2) effective 3) excited 4) addictive 

556- Reza is not happy with his income, so he is……… a new job in a larger city. 

 1) turning on 2) turning up 3) looking for 4) looking after 
Marco Polo was born in 1254 in the Venetian Republic. The city of Venice, Italy was at the center of the Venetian 

Republic. When he was 17 years old, he went to China with his father, Niccolo, and his uncle, Maffeo. Pope Gregory 

X sent them to visit Kublai Khan, the emperor of China. Kublai Khan liked Marco Polo and enjoyed his stories about 

many lands. He gave Marco Polo a job by sending him on diplomatic missions. He also made him governor of 

Yangzhou, an important trading city. 

When Marco Polo went back to the Venetian Republic, he talked about his life in China. However, very few 

people believed his stories. In 1298, he went to jail during a war between Venice and Genoa. While he was a prisoner 

in jail, he told his stories about China to another man in jail, and the man wrote down the stories. The stories became 

a book called The Travels of Marco Polo. Each chapter of the book covers a specific region of China and is about 

the military, farming, religion, and culture of a certain area. 

The book was translated into many languages. Marco Polo got out of jail in 1299. He went back to Venice to join 

his father and uncle. He became very rich. In 1300 he got married, and he and his wife had three children. Marco 

Polo died in 1324, when he was almost 70 years old. 

557- Which of the following people did Marco Polo travel to China with? 

 1) Niccolo and Maffeo  2) Maffeo and Kublai Khan 

 3) Maffeo and Pope Gregory X 4) Niccolo and Pope Gregory X 

558- Which of the following is NOT true about the emperor of China? 

 1) He collected Marco Polo’s stories as a book 2) He listened to Marco Polo’s stories with interest. 

 3) He sent Marco Polo to different places as a diplomat 

 4) He made Marco Polo in charge of an important city in China 



 

559- What happened after he returned to his hometown? 

 1) Most people believed his stories about China. 2) He tried to share his experience with people. 

 3) He met a famous writer of stories in prison. 4) His father and his uncle went to jail. 

560- What do we understand from the passage? 

 1) Marco Polo translated his book into other languages. 2) Marco Polo got married when he was in Genoa. 

 3) Marco Polo got married when he was poor.  4) Marco Polo was in prison for about a year. 

A very long time ago, people did not have money. They traded animals and crops for things they wanted. In China, 

in about 1200 B.C., people traded shells and metal tools for the things they wanted. For example, they traded metal 

knives and shovels for the things they needed. Later in China, people made metal money. In about 100 B.C., the 

Chinese made money of animal skin. The first paper money was made from white colored deer skin. It came from 

China about 900 years later. 

In about 700 B.C., people made the first round metal coins. The coins were made of gold and silver. They looked 

very similar to the coins we use today. These coins came from Lydia. Lydia was located where the country called 

Turkey is located today. After people made coins in Lydia, people in Rome, Iran, and Greece also began making 

coins. Coins were very durable — they were strong and could last a long time without becoming damaged. 

Wampum are necklaces made from beads and seashells. The beads had holes in them. People put beads on strings. 

American Indians used wampum for money in the 1500’s. 

Money changes with time. No matter what it looks like, money is an idea. It is the thought that people can trade 

something they have for something they want. Money makes trading easier. 

561- What is the passage mainly about? 

 1) History of money  2) Importance of money 

 3) Money in ancient China 4) Why people spend money 

562- Where was the first paper money made? 

 1) Rome 2) Lydia 3) China 4) Greece 

563- What does “them” in line 10 refer to? 

 1) Holes 2) Beads 3) Wampum 4) Seashells 

564- Which of the following words is defined in the passage? 

 1) Deer 2) Shovels 3) Durable 4) Strings 

565- Our neighbor’s big dog is very …………. and my little girl is usually ……….. when she sees it. 

 1) frightened – frightened 2) frightened – frightening 

 3) frightening – frightening 4) frightening – frightened 

566- The new high-quality models of sunglasses are going to ………… in our factory next year. 

 1) be produced 2) be producing 3) produced 4) produce 

567- Muslims always …………… their shoes before entering a mosque or other holy places. 

 1) take off 2) turn off 3) make up 4) call up 

568- I often avoid ………… shopping on weekends because the stores are so crowded.(Z-94) 

 1) go 2) to go 3) going 4) from going 
Dramatic changes in children’s language occur during early childhood. At about 18 months, children may know 

about 30 words and can speak one word, such as “Doggie!” or “More!” at a time. This ability shows that children 

have learned to use words as symbols that stand for objects, actions and people. Then suddenly, within just a month 

or so, children’s vocabularies double to about 70 words, and they begin to put words together to form two-word 

sentences such as “There doggy” or “Mummy come”. When early childhood ends at six years, children know from 

8,000 to 14,000 words and speak in long, accurate sentences. 

Children’s first words and sentences are about the visible, here-and-now world. By the age of four, children begin 

to talk about things that they cannot see as well as those they can and about the past and the future. They also invent 

stories about things that never happened. 

As children grow older, they become better able to express complex ideas and judge what they need to say in 

order to make themselves understood. Children also become more skillful at adjusting their speech to different people. 

They learn to talk formally and respectfully to adults, and informally to their friends. They speak “baby talk” to 

infants. Children begin to enjoy playing with language itself. They take pleasure in riddles and word jokes, and they 

may write poems and stories. 

569 -Which of the following can a child who is about 20 months old say? 

 1) Hey, I’m here 2) Mummy come 

 3) This is my doggy 4) Please, milk, I’m hungry 

570- What does the word “they” in paragraph 1 refer to? 

 1) Children 2) 70 words 3) Vocabularies 4) A month or so 

571- What is the here-and-now world? 



 

 1) An imaginary world 2) The whole world 3) A happy environment 4) The immediate environment 

572- Which of the following is a four-year-old child most probably NOT able to do? 

 1) Tell unreal stories  2) Talk about the future 

 3) Talk formally to adults  4) Talk about things they have already experienced 

573- To be quite……. with you. I don’t think your son will be successful in this field of study. 

 ) honest 2) private 3) anxious 4) reasonable 

574-It was really hot, so the children ….. their clothes and jumped into the river in order to swim. 

 I) looked for 2) picked up 3) turned on 4) took off 

575-Tired……the careless employee’s endless mistakes, the boss sent him to another department. 

 1-of 2-for 3-with 4-about 

576-When he said he was not……to answer that particular question, we switched on to other questions quickly. 

 1-calm 2-exact 3-willing 4-suitable 

577-He felt extremely….after staying up very late to finish his school project.( E-95) 

 1-tiring 2-to tire 3-tired 4-was tired 

578-She said that she was not….to answer any questions then and asked the journalists to leave quickly. 

 1-willing 2-aware 3-nervous 4-reasonable 

579-The students have all studied hard; I expect them all to…….well on the exam. 

 1- inform 2- restate 3- perform 4- express 
Dinosaurs became extinct about 65 million years ago at the end of the Cretaceous period. About 70% of all animal 

life on earth died out. Scientists call it a mass extinction- it wasn’t the first mass extinction in earth’s history and 

it…580….won’t be the last! 

Having ….581…..for 165 million years, why did dinosaurs die out? There are many different theories about why 

this happened .We will probably never find out why, which means that scientists will continue to disagree and come 

up with different dinosaur extinction theories. 

According to one of the theories, now and again, the earth cools into periods ….582..we call ice ages. As dinosaurs 

were thought to be cold-blooded, it would have been hard for them to live under such cold conditions. 

580- 1-nearly 2-physically 3-probably 4-previously 

581- 1-appeared 2-reacted 3-trapped 4-existed 

582- 1-those 2- which 3-that they 4-which them 

583-My brother likes chocolate very much, but my Mom does not let him….any because she says it may 

not be good for his health. 

 1-has 2-have 3-he has 4-who has 

584- After ten hours of hard work, Tom did not look….., so I let him go ahead and finish the job.(R-96) 

 1-tired 2-tiring 3-to tire 4-to be tiring 
585-The man thought that it was absolutely important for everyone in the hotel….the lobby as quickly as possible.(E-96) 

 1-leave 2-to leave 3-who leave 4-is leaving 

586-I really liked that…ball my uncle gave me on my birthday. 

 1-blue,big,plastic,beautiful 2-beautiful, big, blue, plastic 

 3-beautiful, plastic, big, blue 4-big, blue, beautiful, plastic 

587-Imagine…next to an ocean where there are a lot of trees! Wouldn’t that be wonderful? 

 1-living 2-to live 3-that live 4-yourself to live 
588-Since they…..the football game to Germany last year, they have won all the other game easily.( Z-96 ) 

 1-lose 2-were losing 3-lost 4-had lost 

589-The children were saved but the fire…..their house. 

 1-caught 2-suffered 3-destroyed 4-shook 

590-Immediately after we arrived in Paris, we left the hotel to begin….the big city. 

 1-entering 2-realizing 3-performing 4-exploring 

591-The employees……to the manager as soon as they occurred realized that they were more easily and 

quickly solved .(R 97) 

 1-reported the problems 2-who reported the problems 

 3-that the problems they reported 4- whom the problems reported 

592-It is important for every single individual living in this world……. hard to protect the environment. 

 1-to work 2- for working 3- and works 4- that works 

593-The researchers would……… several other areas where the Inkley nation used to live to collect more 

information about them. 



 

 l-guess 2-spread 3- respect 4- explore 

594-Here in Paris, as well as just about everywhere these days, it's possible to pay for……everything with 

a credit card or a phone. 

 1- similarly 2- efficiently 3-softly 4- nearly 
She remembers the moment the photographer took her picture. The man was a stranger, but he asked if he could 

and she agreed to let him take it. She had never been photographed before and until they met a second time seventeen 

years later, she was not photographed again. 

The photographer, Steve McCurry, remembers the moment too. It was 1984 and he was recording the lives of 

Afghan refugees in a camp in Pakistan. She was looking out of the school tent and he admits thinking at the time that 

the picture would be nothing special. Yet the 'Afghan girl', as the picture is now known, became, after a few years, 

one of the most iconic images. McCurry used her intense expression, so untypical of an average, carefree girl, to 

warn us not to ignore the victims of war, especially its young victims. 

In 2002 National Geographic encouraged McCurry to return to Pakistan to look for the girl. After showing her 

photo around the refugee camp, he found a man who had known her as a child and knew where to find her. He offered 

to bring her from her home in the Tora Bora mountains in Afghanistan and after three days returned with Sharbat 

Gula, a woman perhaps 29 years old. McCurry knew at once that this was her. 

595-It can be understood from the passage that the first time Sharbat Gula was photographed she was about….. . 

 1-11 2-17 3-29 4- in her twenties 

596-According to the passage, the picture Steve McCurry took form the Afghan girl -…… 

 1-was One he himself knew would become famous 2- was made popular by National Geographic 

 3-gained people's attention later on 4-was an immediate success 

597-According to the passage, when Steve McCurry came back in 2002 to took another picture…… 

 1-Sharbat Gula had changed so much that he was greatly surprised 

 2- he had to wait for three days before he could see Sharbat Gula 

 3-he managed to find Sharbat Gula himself and very quickly 

 4-Sharbat Gula was living in another camp in Pakistan 

598-The passage is most likely to continue with…… 

 1-an explanation of why Steve McCurry agreed to go to Pakistan a second time 

 2- reasons why Sharbat Gula and Other Afghan women 100k attractive in pictures 

 3- what the focus of National Geographic in news reporting is 

 4- a description of what Sharbat Gula looked like then 

599-My father returned to the lovely island where he…… all his childhood already.(E.97) 

 1-had lived 2- has lived 3- must have lived 4- was going to live 

600-Some animal and plant species have already disappeared from the race of the Earth; now scientists 

believe that a greater and quicker………. of many animals and plants is on the way due to climate 

change. 

 1- emergency 2- forecast 3- extinction 4-inaction 

601-Out of my entire time in high school, one day in particular……. in my mind the day of the big biology test. 

 1-digs 2- sticks 3- arises 4- rings 

602-The answer to this question, which…….. human beings since ancient times, still remains unclear. 

 1-is interested 2 has interested 3- had interested 4- was interesting for 

603-My Wife told me to change my clothes because she thought I was not…… dressed for the party. 

 1- seriously 2- personally 3-commonly 4- appropriately 

604-The government has promised to take …… action to find a way out of the air pollution problem in 

the city. They know there is no time left to waste. 

 1-urban 2- anxious 3-contrasting 4-immediate 

605-Not only am I late getting started, but I also…….. what to buy for everyone so far. (T-97) 

 1-haven't decided 2- hadn't decided 3-didn't decide 4-won't decide 

606-I have never forgotten the………. table at which we all used to eat our meals. 

 1-beautiful brown large wooden 2- large wooden beautiful brown 

 3- beautiful large wooden brown 4- beautiful large brown wooden 
607-Because of my illness I am sure that my doctor would…. me to eat sugar for at least a couple of weeks. 

 1-remove 2- refuse 3- ignore 4- forbid 

608- Humans are born with 300 bones in their body; however, when a person reaches adulthood they only 

have 206 bones. This occurs because many of them …… together to make a single bone. 

 1-join 2- carry 3- cause 4- involve 



 

609-The police officer told the wrongdoer to try to be as…… as possible when answering the questions. 

 1-actual 2-honest 3-public 4-entire 

610-Leslie was ready for her first year of college, but wasn't sure she could …... being away from her 

mother for so long. 

 1-bear 2-bother 3-insist on 4- depend on 

611-The flood of young women to this sale, which was organized a few weeks before end of the year 

festivities,…… their love for luxury goods. 

 1- shows 2-is shown 3-it shows 4-to show 

612-We were….. home from the conference when we got into a car accident causing us to walk home. 

 1-nearly 2- terribly 3-possibly` 4-anxiously 
I watched your recent program and was interested to learn the results of the research you …613… I was 

particularly interested in your findings about the increased use of computers and the decrease in book reading. 

The fact that more young people are using computers ….614… surprising. The ….615…. of the World 

Wide Web has meant that we can now obtain a wealth of information quickly and easily without leaving 

our homes. This technological device is very valuable to students and should, of course,.. .616… 

Computers can also be used for easy, cheap communication across the world, which has been of much 

use to millions and brought. 617.. However, there are reasons why computers can never take the place of books. 

613 1-made 2-took 3-set 4-did 

614- 1-is 2-are 3-and is 4-which are 

615- 1-basis 2- skill 3-solution 4-development 

616- 1-welcome 2-be welcomed 3-be welcoming 4-have welcomed 

617- 1-together people closer 2-closer together people 3-people together closer 4-people closer together 

Beyond living longer and healthier lives, we may want happiness for other reasons. Many people believe that each 

of us exists for a specific purpose. Although there are many beliefs about that purpose, almost all people agree that 

that life is purposeful. However, perhaps as we put our lives in line with our purpose, we become happier. Said 

another way, perhaps the closer we get to true happiness, the closer we are to realizing the purpose for our time on 

Earth. I do not know the nature of that purpose, but I believe that happiness is vital to it. 

If happiness underlies and animates our purpose, then aiming for it seems a reliable way of moving toward that 

purpose. In other words, if you let what makes you happy be your guide, there is a good chance that you are on your 

path to fulfilling your purpose. 

618-What does the paragraph before this passage most probably discuss? 

 1-Some reasons why people look for happiness 2-Reasons why people are living longer 

 3-What the purpose of life is 4-Examples of happy people 

619-Which of the following statements about the purpose of life is supported by the passage? 

 1-The purpose of life does not mean the same to different people. 

 2-There is no one arguing against the belief that life is without a purpose. 

 3-The more meaningful your purpose of life is, the greater your happiness is. 

 4-When we have no purpose in life, we are not likely to stay healthy and live long. 

620-The word "it" at the end of paragraph 1 refers to ….. 

 1-Earth 2-purpose 3- happiness 4- our nature 

621-Which of the following best describes the function of the sentence below, which is the last sentence of the 

passage? In other words, if you let what makes you happy be your guide, there is a good chance that you are on 

your path to fulfilling your purpose. 

 1-It introduces a new topic. 2-It restates an earlier statement. 

 3-It provides a specific example. 4-It provides a summary of the whole passage. 

622- I’d like this letter……..as soon as possible. 

 1-to write 2-written 3-be writing 4-to be written 

623-The student ........ notebook was lost yesterday is still looking for it . 

 1-which 2-whose 3-that 4-who 

624-Individuals............. place first receive a gold medal . 

 1-whom 2-whose 3-which 4-who 

625-Did you understand .......... he said? 

 1-which 2-who 3-what 4-whose 

626-Mahdi passed the exam because he.......... enough before taking it . 

 1-had studied 2-has studied 3-would study 4-was studying 

627-”Do you think they will go on a trip by car ?” “Yes, I do. They have ..... bought a new car. 



 

 1.honestly 2.immediately 3.perfectly 4.recently 

628-George was driving carelessly in the road when he had a…..accident. 

 1-anxious 2-nervous 3-delicious 4-serious 

629-Unfortunately, they see no…….of peace after two years of wars. 

 1-subject 2-success 3-struggle 4-sign 

630-Your body needs most food and oxygen when you are ........... . 

 1.asleep 2.amused 3.afraid 4.active 

631-The story is too long. Please don’t go through ........... . 

 1.degrees 2.details 3.stairs 4.subjects 

632-Mohsen is a very careless driver. His parents are worried about his............ . 

 1.ability 2.honesty 3.safety 4.variety 

633-How did he open the door? I remember ..... a key out of his pocket, he opened the door . 

 1.take 2.took 3.taking 4.takes 

634-The engine doesn’t work well, why don’t you have it checked by a……? 

 1-chemist 2-mechanic 3-painter 4-doctor 

635-When they come back, they found their house ............... in the fire . 

 1.burning 2.burnt 3.to burn 4.burn 

636-He is mentally ill and can’t be held ............ for his action . 

 1.responsible 2.solvable 3.valuable 4.reasonable 

637-This dictionary is mine. It ........... to me . 

 1.points 2.belongs 3.explains 4.recalls 

638-A faulty machine doesn’t work ........... . 

 1.silently 2.brightly 3.valuably 4.properly 

639-Those who know him very well can’t help….his truthfulness and honesty. 

 1-admire 2-admiring 3-to admire 4-admired 
640-She’d like me…..there. 

 1-to going 2-go 3-going 4-to go 

641-You have to listen to different cassettes if you want to ..... your listening comprehension. 

 1.allow 2.improve 3.observe 4.provide 

642-I think you don’t ............... believe her, do you ?(T-79) 

 1.actually 2.briefly 3.efficiently 4.recently 

643-It is very important for her ........... exactly as the doctor says. 

 1.do 2.does 3.doing 4.to do 

644-You have done……better than I had expected. 

 1-so 2- such 3-enough 4-much 

645-By the way, you have never told me where your house is ........... in this big city . 

 1.related 2.located 3.raised 4.compared 
646-Those who eat whatever they find ,………… their health. 

 1.store 2.melt 3.risk 4.save 

647-Some people show very little respect for social …………… . 

 1.sorts 2.values 3.regions 4.poets 

648-I am always surprisingly…..before an examination and never feel any kind of stress. 

 1-confusing 2-shocked 3-amused 4-relaxed 
649-……….he had no money for a bus, he had to walk all way home. 

 1-But 2-Thus 3-So 4-As 
650-“As far as I can see nothing…….from the office, ”Said the manager. 

 1-would be stealing 2-has been stolen 3-had stolen 4-was stealing 

651-We….200 tickets and there is still a month to go before the concert. 

 1-are always selling 2-will have sold 3-have already sold 4-had just sold 

652-The children…..paintings won a prize were given 10 pounds each. 

 1-who 2-that 3-what 4-whose 

653-You will have to hurry because the…..train leaves in 10 minutes. 

 1-least 2-latest 3-last 4-latter 



 

654-When I heard the joke, I couldn’t help….. 

 1-laugh 2-laughed 3-laughing 4-to laugh 

655-I wonder why Mary…..to Fatima’s party last week. Everyone else was attending there. 

 1-had not invited 2-did not invite 3-had not been invited 4-has not been invited 
656-We want to…..animals because at the same time we would be saving ourselves. 

 1-employ 2-attract 3-wonder 4-protect 
657-A: Mona …..the manager’s job. B: But she has hardly any work experience.(E-Z-82) 

 1-offers 2-is offered 3-has offered 4-has been offered 

658-Ted finished……two of his compositions last week. 

 1-write 2-writing 3-written 4-to write 

659-New chemicals are not always tested to determine if…..will cause health problems. 

 1-it 2-those 3-they 4-that 

660-Married people live longer and have better general…..than the unmarried. 

 1-force 2-health 3-fortune 4-goal 
Socrates (c.470-399 BC) was one of the greatest Greek philosophers. Little is known about Socrates' early life 

except that he served several times as a soldier and showed great bravery. He was born in Athens when that city was 

the leader of the world in literature, art, and government. 

Socrates knew all the most famous writers and statesmen of his time, but he had no desire to be famous himself. 

He only wanted to show people how to live wisely and happily, and to convince them that wisdom and honesty are 

more important than riches or fame. His guiding rule was "know yourself". 

The young men of Athens were eager to learn from him. Socrates did not write down his teachings or invent any 

system of philosophy. Instead he talked with the young men wherever he met them, and started them thinking for 

themselves about what is good in life. Some of these young men later became writers and wrote down Socrates' ideas. 

The most important of his followers was Plato. Plato's writings are Dialogues in which the main speaker is Socrates, 

discussing some question with his young friends. Socrates would ask one of them to give an opinion on a subject. 

Socrates would then ask him questions. Often the person questioned had not really thought very deeply and had no 

good reason for his opinion. Then by more questioning they all tried to find the true answer. This method of learning 

the truth by asking questions has been named "Socratic" or "dialectic". 

661- According to the passage, for some time in his life Socrates ----------. 

 1) was a soldier  2) served soldiers in Athens 

 3) encouraged soldiers to be brave 4) taught philosophy to brave soldiers 

662- According to the passage, Socrates ----------. 

 1) tried to tell people how to live well 2) attempted to invent a system of philosophy 

 3) had his students write down his lessons 4) used writers' influence to become famous 

663- All of the following are true about Plato EXCEPT that he ----------. 

 1) was an important student of Socrates 

 2) helped a method of learning the truth develop 

 3) learned things from Socrates when he was a young man 

 4) wrote a book in which he used one of the speakers to attack the ideas of Socrates 

664- The word "him" in line 12 refers to -----------. 

 1) Socrates 2) Plato himself 3) a speaker in Plato's book 4) a student of Plato 

665- It can be understood from the passage that Socrates was born at a time when ---------. 

 1) Greece was under the control of soldiers 

 2) Athens was in its best days 

 3) no one lived happily and wisely 

 4) his country needed more soldiers than artists 
In ancient times art was…666…to express many things. These things were….667.in man’s life. Sometimes people 

drew..668..of the animals that provided their..669..Sometimes they made designs to express their customs. 

666) 1-saved 2-used 3-kept 4-built 

667) 1-important 2-delicious 3-civilized 4-natural 

668) 1-lines 2-pictures 3-maps 4-rules 

669) 1-fruits 2-medicine 3-water 4-food 

670-Not taking a difficult exam is worse than failing it. This means…. 

 1-To fail a difficult exam is worse than not to take it 

 2-Because the exam is difficult, it is better not to take it. 

 3-It is better to fail a difficult exam than not to take it at all. 

 4-If one is going to fail a difficult exam, one should not take it. 



 

671-“Which shirt did you buy after all? ” “There were two I liked, a blue one and a brown one. I chose the…. 

 1-latter 2-last 3-later 4-least 

672-Did you understand what………? 

 1-he says 2-did he say 3-does he say 4-he said 

673-Tropical…..can grow in hot regions. 

 1-plains 2-plans 3-planes 4-plants 

674-The watch…..face was broken cost about $455. 

 1-which 2-whether 3-that 4-whose 

675-If you work and find no time to….., you cannot continue the job for a long time. 

 1-improve 2-shake 3-relax 4-behave 

676-The match……by a large crowd when it started to rain. 

 1-has been watching 2-has watched 3-was watching 4-was being watched 

677-Mother warned her son…..the electric wires. They are dangerous.(H-89) 

 1-not touching 2-to not touch 3-not to touch 4-does not touch 

678-I think we started our business with each other….two years ago. 

 1-exactly 2-recently 3-brightly 4-silently 
In many cultures, people think that love and marriage go together – like bread and butter or meat and potatoes. 

They think that love is a/an ..679.. basis for marriage and that you should love the person you marry before you get 

married. In other cultures,…680…., a man and woman may not even know each.. 681…. before their wedding day. 

Romantic love is not essential to marriage in these cultures. These people….682…… that love will develop after the 

wedding if the marriage is a good one. Your …..683….. on love and marriage come from your culture. Have you 

ever thought about that? What are your ideas? 

679- 1) previous 2) extreme 3) various 4) necessary 

680- 1) whereas 2) however 3) therefore 4) whether 

681- 1) others 2) another 3) other 4) one another 

682- 1) devote 2) examine 3) provide 4) expect 

683- 1) views 2) senses 3) records 4) details 

Astronauts are people who travel in space. The word "astronaut" means "star traveler". The Russians call such 

people "cosmonauts". A Russian cosmonaut, Yuri Gagarin, was the first person to journey into space, travelling once 

around the Earth on 12 April 1961 in an orbit that lasted about 90 minutes. The first American astronaut to circle the 

Earth was John Glenn, who made a three orbit journey in February 1962. 

The early space missions were dangerous, for no one knew at the time how human beings would bear the stresses 

of space flight. Today manned space flight has become almost routine. Astronauts regularly fly into space and are 

able to remain there for months at a time without suffering permanent harm. But dangers still exist. Several Russian 

and United States spacemen have died over the years. One of the worst disasters was in 1986, when seven United 

States astronauts died as their space shuttle Challenger exploded shortly after liftoff. 

The early manned spacecraft, such as Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo in the United States and Vostok in Russia, 

were small and had restricted crew rooms. Also, they could be used only once. The Russians use relatively small 

"once-only" craft called Soyuz to carry their cosmonauts to and from orbit. In orbit, however, the cosmonauts find 

larger accommodation in a space station known as Salyut. American astronauts now travel into space in the space 

shuttle. They fly in a delta-winged orbiter, which looks much like an airliner. 

684- The passage mainly deals with ------------. 

 1) a brief history of space travel 

 2) risks involved in space travel 

 3) a comparison between early spaceships and modern ones 

 4) the competition between Russia and the U.S. in space travel 

685- The first space travel ----------. 

 1) was made in one spring in the 20th century 

 2) took about 90 minutes from and to the Earth 

 3) was a failed mission in that it involved a one-orbit journey 

 4) was made by the same person who made the second journey in 1962 

686- According to the passage, it is true that -----------. 

 1) even today space missions are not without risks 

 2) astronauts and cosmonauts represent two different jobs 

 3) although today astronauts are sometimes hurt, they never die 

 4) space travel in recent years is as dangerous as it was in the past 

687- All of the following are the names of some spaceships EXCEPT ----------. 



 

 1) Soyuz 2) Mercury 3) Apollo 4) Salyut 

688- It can be understood from the passage that the failure of the spacecraft Challenger is referred 

 to as the worst space disaster because of -----------. 

 1) the expense of building the spaceship 2) its explosion earlier than predicted 

 3) the number of people who lost their lives 4) its highly important space mission 

Although all forms of communication have a language, the word usually refers to the use of written or spoken 

words. Human language is the most complicated form of expression available to us. Simply to understand what you 

are reading at this very moment involves much intelligence and skill. An adult speaks on average 30,000 words a 

day, and a total of 600 million words in an average lifetime. Language has a profound effect on all our lives. 

We learn language from childhood; we learn how to make sounds which can be formed into words, and discover 

that we have to apply certain rules of grammar if we are to be understood. We learn to say "He saw me", but "I saw 

him". The ways of joining words together into grammatically acceptable sentences are enormous. If you were to 

speak aloud all the 20-word sentences that would make sense in the English language, it would take you ten million 

years to do so. 

When we use words, we are using symbols; the word "elephant" should refer to a large grey animal with thick 

skin because speakers of the English language have agreed that this word should be the symbol for that particular 

animal. 

Sometimes there is disagreement about the meanings of words. Usually these words refer to ideas or concepts, 

rather than to things. For instance, not everyone agrees upon the exact meaning of words such as "freedom", "love", 

"justice", or "peace". If the sender and the receiver disagree upon these meanings, communication breaks down. The 

study of the relationship between language and meaning is called semantics. 

689- The passage is basically intended to offer ----------. 

 1) a definition of spoken communication 

 2) a description of language 

 3) a comparison between written and spoken language 

 4) an explanation of different forms of communication 

690- Which of the following is true, according to paragraph 2? 

 1) Every individual uses at least 30,000 word per day. 

 2) Intelligence and skill are two parts of human language. 

 3) The total number of words in most human languages is about 600 million. 

 4) Far from being simple, what humans use to communicate is so complex. 

691- The last sentence in paragraph 3 "If you were to speak... ten million years to do so," is intended to prove that: 

 1) language took a long time to develop into a complicated form 

 2) language has the potential to produce so many sentences 

 3) one can say different things through the same words 

 4) if one uses 20-word-long sentences all the time one would fail to communicate 

692- The writer refers to all of the following words about whose meaning there may sometimes be disagreement 

EXCEPT ……… 

 1) peace 2) justice 3) freedom 4) elephant 

693- With which of the following conclusions does the write seem more likely to agree? 

 1) We need to make human language more simple. 

 2) Overuse of words may lead to communication failure. 

 3) There is not necessarily a natural relationship between words and meanings. 

 4) People should study semantics if they want their sentences to be grammatically correct 
694- Trees have been felled in order to block roads. "fell" means ------------. 

 1) cut down 2) turn off 3) put off 4) turn down 
Try …695… make your oral report too long. Include only the most important points. Work hard on your 

introduction and conclusion. These are what your…..696…will remember most. 

The most important thing is to practice. Read your report out loud. If it is long,.. 697... it carefully to realize how 

to make it shorter. Try changing the tone of your voice and the speed of your speaking. Next, read it to a small group 

of friends. Ask them to ….698……. what they think you can do to make it better .If you want to be successful, these 

are the steps you need to take whether you like it…..699……. . 

695- 1) do not 2) you not 3) to not 4) not to 

696- 1) audience 2) issues 3) sample 4) realities 

697- 1) release 2) predict 3) examine 4) magnify 

698- 1) bother 2) suggest 3) enhance 4) concentrate 

699- 1) or you not 2) not 3) does not 4) or not 

700-Wash your hands well before you…….food. 



 

 1-support 2-handle 3-contain 4-save 
Cherrapunji is one of the wettest places on Earth. Cherrapunji is in India, high in the Khasi Hills. 

There is a lot of rain in the hills and most of it falls in the summer. In 1974 there were 2,455centimetres of rain in 

Cherrapunji. This was the highest annual rainfall ever recorded in one place. 

Cherrapunji is a wonderful place to visit. There are lots of hills and valleys, so it is a great place to hike. There 

are beautiful, high waterfalls and amazing views from the hills and cliffs. You can walk in the lovely, green forests, 

explore some amazing, old caves or go fishing in the deep, blue rivers. 

The rain in Cherrapunji usually falls at night. During the day it is often warm and sunny, but remember to pack 

an umbrella. The weather can always change. 

701- What does the writer think of Cherrapunji? 

 1) She thinks well of it. 

 2) She thinks it rains too much to go there. 

 3) She believes one should go there when the weather is warm and sunny. 

 4) She concludes that it is good for those interested in swimming and walking. 

702- According to the passage, ------------. 

 1) the year 1974 was in a way unusual in Cherrapunji 

 2) Cherrapunji always has the highest rainfall in the world each year 

 3) the amount of rain in one place in Cherrapunji in the year 1974 was unbelievable 

 4) the tourists visiting Cherrapunji are often surprised by the rainfalls there each year 

703- The passage mentions all of the following as activities people can do in Cherrapunji EXCEPT ----. 

 1) catch fish  2) watch natural scenes 

 3) watch animals in nature 4) enjoy walking in the forests 

704- According to the passage, in Cherrapunji -------------. 

 1) it always rains during the night 

 2) people can enjoy sunshine every day 

 3) people are not allowed to kill any type of animal 

 4) the rain falls in the summer more often than any time of the year 

705- In the last sentence of the passage, the writer seems to be ----------. 

 1) advertising something  2) giving a sort of warning 

 3) referring to a negative feature of Cherrapunji 4) introducing another interesting thing about Cherrapunji 

706-For the first time in my life I think I will be able to….some money. 

 1-bake 2-cost 3-burn 4-save 

707-His parents….him to study hard when he was a child. 

 1-made 2-forced 3-had 4-let 
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76- Catherine explained the lesson to the class --------- an experienced teacher.(E-Kh-98) 

 1) as good as 2) as well as 3) the best of 4) better than that 

77- I failed to meet the professor simply because I arrived minutes after he ---------- 

 1) would leave 2) was leaving 3) has left 4) had left 

78- Nolde states that --------- the 1st of February 1893 in the desert north of Hail the temperature fell from 

78 a little before sunset to 18° a quarter of an hour after, 

 1) at 2) in 3) on 4) for 

79. I am absolutely sure that Jennifer would do the same task differently if she --------- you. 

 1) is 2) was 3) were 4) had been 

80- We didn't win this time, but we never become hopeless and live to --------- another day, 

 1) fight 2) rise 3) lose 4) defend 

81- The car had to be --------- because it was old and no longer in working condition. 

 1) converted 2) replaced 3) expanded 4) prevented 

82- This business company needs a…secretary-a secretary who can speak Arabic besides her own native language. 

 1) familiar 2) bilingual 3) intermediate 4) hardworking 

83- Body movement is a/an ------ of communication; it is in fact the unspoken element of communication, 

 1) origin 2) result 3) means 4) synonym 

84- Hasan's mother died when he was two and he was actually --------- by his father alone. 

 1) brought up 2) depended on 3) kept to himself 4) watched out 

85- One group was ------- the explanation, but the other group asked for much explanation. 

 1) ready for 2) absorbed in 3) uncertain of 4) satisfied with 

86- With all his unhealthy habits taken into consideration, it's a --------- he's lived this long. 

 1) wonder 2) worry 3) treasure 4) document 

87- Many people around the world regard Nelson Mandela as a very wise man and ---------him very much. 

 1) offer 2) remind 3) dedicate 4) respect 

 
Have you ever wanted a certain vegetable at the wrong time of the year? Have you ever come home from a long 

day only to (88) --------- that you have no vegetables for your dinner? I've been there. I enjoy (89) --------- my 

vegetables with my dinner. Dinner feels incomplete without just the right vegetable on my plate. But it seemed that 

every time I wanted to have a certain type of vegetable; it was always the (90) --------- time. Well, not anymore! I've 

begun freezing my own vegetables, and I'm happy to say that now I have my (91) --------- vegetables all year long, 

not to mention the savings. To most people, freezing vegetables seems like a time-consuming and (92) --------- 

process; however, it's really very simple. You just need to know which kinds of vegetables are freezable, how to 

prepare them, and how to blanch them, 

88- 1) believe 2) identify 3) discover 4) inform 

89- 1) have 2) having 3) to have 4) from having 

90- 1) wrong 2) exact 3) possible 4) enjoyable 

91- 1) vast 2) recent 3) favorite 4) expensive 

92- 1) complication of 2) to complicate 3) complicate 4) complicated 

 

It is said that about 40 per cent of the world's population use social media, and many of these billions of social 

media users look up to influencers to help them decide what to buy and what trends to follow. So, what is an influencer 

and how do we become one? 

An influencer is a person who can influence the decisions of their followers because of their relationship with 

their audience and their knowledge in a particular area, e.g. fashion, travel or technology. Influencers often have a 

large following of people who pay close attention to their views. They have the power to make people buy things, 

and influencers are now seen by many companies as a direct way to customers' hearts. Brands are now asking 

powerful influencers to market their products. With some influencers asking for $25,000 for one social media post, 

it is no surprise that more and more people are interested in becoming influencers too. If you are one of them, then 

here are five tips on how to do it. 

First, choose your niche. What is the area that you know most about? What do you feel most excited talking about? 

Find the specific area that you're most interested in and develop it. Next, choose your medium and write an interesting 

bio. Most influencers these days are bloggers and micro-bloggers. Decide which medium—such as your own online 

blog, Instagram or Snapchat-is the best way to connect with your followers and chat about your niche area. When 

you have done that, write an attention grabbing bio that describes you and your specialty area in an interesting and 

unique way. Make sure that people who read your bio will want to follow you. 
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93- What is the main purpose of paragraph 2? 

 1) To describe who an influencer is 2) To identify new ways of social media 

 3) To help influencers do their job better 4) To explain why people follow social media posts 

94. It can be understood from the passage that more and more people would like to be influencers because this way 

they could ---------- 

 1) have a large number of followers 2) make a considerable amount of money 

 3) increase their knowledge in different fields 4) help people make the right decisions in their lives 

95. According to the passage, what is an influencer's niche? 

 1) His/ Her followers  2) The companies he/she works for 

 3) The area in which he/she is knowledgeable  4) His /Her social media posts as an influencer 

96- Which of the following is NOT named as a medium in paragraph 3? 

 1) online blog 2) Instagram 3 ) Snapchat 4) bio 

At the start of every new year, many of us promise ourselves that a certain number of times a week we will go to 

the gym, go jogging, attend an exercise class, etc. But many of us have a hard time including exercise in our lives, or 

we start off well and then stop. 

The key could be to find the right type of exercise for you. After all, if we end up doing something we enjoy and 

can see the positive effects of, we are more likely to do it for longer than a few weeks. Studies suggest that six weeks 

are all it takes to form a habit, so once we have managed to continue for that length of time, chances are that exercise 

has become a routine part of our lives that we do not question. So what exercise is right for you? 

First of all, you need to find out what your goal is. Are you mainly interested in de stressing or in getting healthier? 

If your important goal is relaxation, then ask yourself if you want to do this energetically, in which case a type of 

exercise based on boxing may, for example, be right for you. If you have a calmer style, then you could choose some 

exercise you can do alone, such as walking, doing some gardening, or selecting a brisk daily walk around the block. 

If you get more interested in working with others, then you could join a tennis, fitness or t'ai chi class, all designed 

to stretch and strengthen your muscles and with the added benefit of calming the mind. 

97- The passage claims that many of those who promise themselves at the beginning of each 

new year that they would start doing some type of exercise ------ 

 1) never join a sports club 2) fail to keep their promise 

 3) have not already done any exercise 4) can only exercise several times a week 

98- On the whole, the passage is intended to ---- 

 1) help people choose the right exercise for themselves 

 2) introduce the positive effects of exercise on people's health 

 3) explain the reasons why people stop exercising after some time 

 4) compare and contrast different types of exercise plans with one another 

99- The passage mentions all of the following about the effects of joining a t'ai chi class EXCEPT ------ 

 1) working with others  2) getting relaxation 

 3) strengthening your muscles 4) calming the mind 

100- According to the passage, doing exercise can become a habit if the person doing it… 

 1) has made himself/herself a promise to do so 2) knows about his goal of exercising 

 3) selects an easy type of exercise 4) goes on doing it for six weeks 

76. The money they asked for in return for the company's services was eight --------- dollars. (E-98) 

 1) million 2) millions 3) millions of 4) million of 

77- I am sorry to say so, but --------- of all is that they have grown used to this pattern of behavior. 

 1) things worst 2) worse things 3) the worst thing 4) the worst of things 

78- China is the country --------- paper, silk and gunpowder were first produced in. 

 1) in that 2) in where 3) in there 4) that 

79- Jane believes that her team members easily won the game because they are familiar with teamwork, ------? 

 1) aren't they 2) didn't they 3) didn't she 4) doesn't she 

80 All that we children can do is --------- the mistakes of our parents; after all, no human being is perfect. 

 1) respect 2-forgive 3) suppose 4) exchange 

81- The supply of the goods is lower than the --------- existing for it; that is why the prices are so high. 

 1) bill 2) cost 3) demand 4) discount 

82- Tom's parents are fully --------- the academic progress he is making at college these days. 

 1) available to 2) satisfied with 3) enjoyable to 4) skillful in 

83-Nowadays people depend --- on TV; in fact, they are ever more influenced by whatever they see there. 

 1) suddenly 2) quietly 3) increasingly 4) hopefully 
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84- They are hoping to ------ their current training workshop into a large educational center. 

 1) convert 2) magnify 3) reflect 4) receive 

85-We do not always remember that it is a great --------- when everyone in our family feels all right. We 

should appreciate this. 

 1) amazement 2) identity 3) heritage 4) blessing 

86- My grandparents have been together for over 50 years and they still ---------! 

 1) take care 2) get along 3) keep on 4) spare no pain 

87- Ever since I moved, none of my old friends have gotten in touch with me. It's --- with them, evidently. 

 1) easy come, easy go  2) all the same 

 3) out of sight, out of mind 4) birds of a feather flock together 
The Run For it Foundation (88) --------- by Albert and Grace Donner in memory of their son Felix, a victim of 

brain cancer who passed away in 1985 at the age of 11. 

Begun in 1987, the foundation's Fun Run has (89) --------- increased in size from almost 50 runners to just over 

800 as of last year. Every year the foundation holds ceremonies (90) --------- The first ceremony brought in about 

$50,000 for cancer research. This year organizers hope to raise even more money! As the ceremony (91) --------- by 

volunteers and supported by community donations, every penny raised goes directly to Children's Hospital in support 

of cancer research and efforts to (92) --------- the lives of children with cancer. 

88- 1) that founded 2) it founded 3) was founded 4) founded 

89- 1) widely 2) patiently 3) helpfully 4) gradually 

90- 1) to collect money from charitable people 2) for money from charitable people collect 

 3) which collects from charitable people money 4) that from them charitable people were collected money 

91- 1) organizes 2) is organized 3) has organized 4) which is organized 

92- 1) cure 2) identify 3) arrange 4) improve 

All countries that send objects into space find themselves face to face with a serious problem: space junk. The 

"junk” includes parts of rockets, unwanted remaining parts from launches, dead satellites, and other manufactured 

items that simply stay there in space with no use at all. There may well be half a million pieces of dangerous waste 

in orbit. As you might expect, countries around the world are worried. Many are working on solutions to destroy the detritus, 

Japan's space agency has built an electromagnetic tether. This giant steel and aluminum net, nearly half a mile 

wide, would orbit in space and attract metallic pieces as it travels. Once full of waste, the net would fall back into the 

Earth's atmosphere. The gathered pieces would burn upon re-entry. If this net idea works, Japan plans to build a much 

larger one. 

A Swiss company proposes a different answer. It is developing a spacecraft that would act as a huge device to 

collect harmful debris. Like the Japanese net, the Swiss device would fall back into Earth's atmosphere, destroying 

its contents in the process. 

93-What is the subject of the passage? 

 1) A new type of waste  2) Useless solutions to a difficulty 

 3) Difficulty for future space missions 4) Ways to send objects into space 

94. Which of the following has been described in the passage? 

 1) launches (paragraph 1)  2) orbit (paragraph 1) 

 3) electromagnetic tether (paragraph 2) 4) re-entry (paragraph 2) 

95-The device made by Japan's space agency and that made by a Swiss company are similar in all of the following 

features EXCEPT that they ----- 

 1) collect waste in space  2) look very much alike 

 3) serve the same purpose 4) are designed to make waste burn on their return to Earth 

96- What does the word "one" in paragraph 2 refer to? 

 1) net 2) idea 3) piece 4) re-entry 

You may think that people are capable of living in a wide range of environments, from the hot deserts of Africa 

and the Middle East to the freezing cold of Siberia or Northern Canada. Being an intelligent species, we worked out 

how to use fire to keep us warm in cold conditions and, considerably later, air conditioning to keep us cool in hot 

climates. But there is a wide variety of organisms capable of living in environments in which no human could survive-

the extremophiles. 

Take, for example, Spinoloricus cinzia, a tiny creature, about a millimeter long and looking a little like a jellyfish. 

This recently discovered animal is particularly interesting, as it appears to be capable of living without oxygen and 

is thus a multi-cellular anaerobe. The cells of most organisms contain mitochondria, which use oxygen to generate 

energy, whereas the cells of Spinoloricus cinzia do not contain mitochondria. Most anaerobes so far discovered are 

microbes and use a form of fermentation to gain energy. Some anaerobes will actually die in the presence of oxygen. 
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97- What is the main purpose of the passage? 

 1) To introduce a special type of creature 2) To show the role of fire in human survival 

 3) To prove the unimportance of oxygen for life 

 4) To describe newly discovered unfriendly environments 

98- Which of the following statements about anaerobic organisms is supported by the passage? 

 1) They are all discovered and known to us. 

 2) They can live in a wide range of environments. 

 3) They have cells all of which have no mitochondria. 

 4) They are capable of surviving in environments empty of oxygen. 

99-What does the word “which” in paragraph 2 refer to? 

 1) organisms 2) cells of most organisms 3) mitochondria 4) multi-cellular anaerobe 

100- Which of the following reasoning techniques is NOT used in the passage? 

 1) Describing cause-and-effect relationships 2) Describing the steps in a process 

 3) Referring to differences 4) Use of examples 

76- The students were told to make sure ------- during the examination time at school. (Kh-98) 

 1) their time to not waste 2) not to waste their time 

 3) that do not waste their time 4) not wasting their time 

77- Since she ------- the proper lens for her camera, she wasn't able to take pictures of the unusual scene. 

 1) was not bringing 2) has not brought 3) had not brought  4) would not bring 

78- The modern train appeared to be going as fast as, perhaps even faster than, --------- 

 1) a car the fastest 2) fastest cars 3) a car is the fastest  4) the fastest car 

79. The two friends planned to leave their home country --------- September 15th, 2020. 

 1) on 2) at 3) in 4) for 

80. The police are asked to take immediate action to --------- further road accidents. 

 1) save 2) defend 3) prevent 4) surround 

81- Stress can cause a variety of physical ------- ranging from headaches to stomach ulcers. 

 1) combinations 2) disorders 3) patients 4) notices 

82-In my opinion, anyone with --------- values would do everything possible to avoid war. 

 1) brave 2) moral 3 ) favorite 4) hospitable 

83- The photos Paul takes are almost always the same and boring, but his new collection of photos are ---- 

exciting and attractive. 

 1) unexpectedly 2) suddenly 3) invisibly 4) willingly 

84- Whenever I want to read an English story, I first --------- the meaning of new words in a dictionary 

and only then begin reading the story. 

 1) stand for 2) check in 3) pass away 4) look up 

85- Having been a nurse a few years ago was a --------- for Victoria as a mother; it actually allowed her to 

take better care of her baby, 

 1) demand 2) function 3) blessing 4) souvenir 

86- The old man down the street always --------- to himself. I just realized I don't even know his name. 

 1) keeps 2) cares 3) gives up 4) gets away 

87- Mary: This watch is for your birthday, Pam. 

Pam: Thank you, but this watch looks cheap, so I don't know if I'm going to wear it. Pam' mother; ----- 

 1) The early bird catches the worm 2) Actions speak louder than words 

 3) Don't look a gift horse in the mouth 4) Don't count your chickens before they hatch 
Recent advances in the fields of medicine and biotechnology (88) --------- in situations that could not be even (89) 

--------- only a generation ago. Battery-operated plastic hearts can be implanted into people. People (90) --------- be 

kept alive indefinitely by machines. (91) --------- of animals can be made. While such scientific achievements may 

ultimately help (92) ---------, they have also created complex legal and ethical issues. 

88- 1) will result 2) was resulting 3) had resulted 4) have resulted 

89- 1) replaced 2) imagined 3) compared 4) required 

90- 1) can 2) should 3) must 4) are going to 

91- 1) Exactly copies 2) Copies exactly 3) Exact copies 4) Copy exact 

92- 1) ethics 2) behavior 3) heritage 4) humankind 

For thousands of years, people have tried to find ways to keep food for longer. In the past, this was important as 

people needed to save fresh food for times when it was hard to find, such as the winter. Today there are still many 
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places without electricity and people living in these places need to preserve food in ways that don't use refrigerators. 

They need to make food last as long as possible. 

Drying is the oldest type of food preservation. If water is removed from food, the bacteria can't grow. In ancient 

times in hot countries, people simply left fruit and meat outside to dry in the sun and the wind until all its natural 

water was gone. This made the fruit last a very long time. Drying fruit sometimes results in a completely new product. 

For example, grapes turn into raisins and plums turn into prunes. Drying food in the sun does not work in cooler or 

wetter climates, but people have other methods to preserve food in cold places. 

93- What is the subject of paragraph 2? 

 1) How food preservation prevents the growth of bacteria 

 2) Types of food that can be preserved 

 3) Importance of food preservation 

 4) A food preservation technique 

94-The word "preserve” in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to --------- 

 1) need 2) find 3) last 4) save 

95-In paragraph 2, what is the role of the example of "grapes turn into raisins and plums turn into prunes”? 

 1) To describe an unusual event 2) To support an earlier statement 

 3) To describe a food preservation mechanism 

 4) To emphasize the function of fruit as a food source in the past 

96-The passage is most likely to continue with a discussion of ------ 

 1) different ways used by people in cold regions to prepare food stuff 

 2) why drying was first used in hot countries 

 3) some other food preservation methods 

 4) how people in cold places found food 

One single person cannot be named as the one responsible for the invention of the cinema, in fact, lots of people 

played a part in the development of the cinema. A man called Muybridge made the first moving picture in 1878. It 

was a film of a horse running and it was only a few seconds long. By 1895, other people had invented various 

machines for showing moving pictures, but many of these could only be watched by one person at a time. The 

development of machines that could project films onto a screen was important. Thomas Edison was one of the first 

to show very short films to audiences of 20 or more people. His films showed acrobats performing, or everyday 

events like a man eating! 

At first, films were only a few minutes long. They were black and white and silent. They were usually 

documentaries about different places or news events, or comedies showing people falling over and making funny 

faces. Later they became longer stories, but there was still no sound. Instead, there might be a musician playing a 

piano in the hall while the film was shown. 

Musicals were probably the most popular kind of film throughout the 1930s and 1940s. A very famous actress 

and singer at that time was Shirley Temple—she was a five-year-old girl everyone loved watching perform on stage. 

97-What question is paragraph 1 mainly intended to answer? 

 1) Who invented films?  2) What did early films look like? 

 3) Why were early films short and simple? 

 4) How long did the cinema take to become popular? 

98- The word “they” in paragraph 2 refers to ---- 

 1) films  2) documentaries 

 3) funny faces  4) places or news events, or comedies 

99- The passage refers to all of the following as scenes shown in films EXCEPT ----- 

 1) someone singing on stage 2) a man eating some sort of food 

 3) someone doing acrobatic movements  4) a musician playing a musical instrument 

100- Which of the following can be concluded about films in the 1930s and 1940s? 

 1) They were still watched by a few people at a time. 2) They were not only visual but also audio. 

 3) They still did not have any storyline. 4) They were musicals only. 

76- After breaking his leg in the skiing accident, ----- to cut short his vacation and go back home. (R-98) 

 1) forced 2) he forced 3) that forced 4) he was forced 

77- I --------- to save the man if I knew how to swim. 

 1) tried 2) will try 3) would try 4) had tried 

78- The boss would get mad if you leave early again, so -------- ask for his permission first. 

 1) you should 2) you might 3) would you 4) you are going to 

79----------, I have no idea where I would like to vacation this summer. 

 1) I am honest 2) Be honest 3) To be honest 4) Honest I am 
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80- I ---------- what I would be doing now in this strange country without your kind help. 

 1) suppose 2) wonder 3) prefer 4 ) hate 

81. He was absolutely ---------, as he was speaking in a language with which I was anything but familiar.

 1) proud 2) skillful 3) monolingual 4) incomprehensible 

82- The education offered beyond high school, especially at a college or university, is technically known 

as --------- education. 

 1) higher 2) creative 3) advanced 4-intermediate 

83 - We cancelled our camping trip because the weatherman said the ----- of heavy rain was very high.

 1) variety 2) strength 3) beginning 4) likelihood 

84- Jane was not that good at learning languages, so I was surprised to learn she could ----- speak three 

foreign languages very fluently. 

 1- widely 2) actually 3) hopefully 4) necessarily 

85- I am more on the side of people who --------- health above money; I believe health and happiness have 

a direct relationship. 

 1- hang 2) leave 3) value 4) identify 

86- A: How would you --------- Tim?       B: He said he'd have on a red shirt, didn't he? 

 1- recognize 2) remind 3) discover 4) expect 

87 Julie always says she'll donate to the school, and she never does, so I doubt she will this year. ---------, after all. 

 1) Actions speak louder than words 2) Cut your coat according to your cloth 

 3) God helps those who help themselves 4) Don't count your chickens before they hatch 
In many companies, perhaps the best way to do certain new projects is to put a group of people together (88) ----

-----. Having a team of people attack a several advantages or positive points. First of all, a group of people has a 

wider (90) --------- of knowledge, expertise, and skills than any single group (91) ---- is likely to have. Also, because 

of the numbers of people involved and the greater resources (92) ---------, a group can work more quickly in response 

to the project they are to get done and can present highly creative solutions to problems and issues. 

88- 1) that a team is formed 2) and so forming a team 3) but forms a team 4) and form a team 

89- 1) offers 2) to offer 3) which offers 4) is offered by 

90- 1) item 2) range 3) means 4) function 

91- 1) section 2) mission 3) member 4) responsibility 

92- 1) are available 2) than they are available 3) that are available 4) which they are available 

The cultural context can also influence life expectancy for men and women. (Life expectancy is the expected 

length of a person's life.) For example, women generally smoke cigarettes less than men, which has been proven to 

cause many health problems and to shorten lives. 

Another factor that has influenced the lives of women is the lack of stress. Stress is well known to shorten lives. 

Until recently, women who worked were usually in less responsible, less stressful positions. At home, housework 

tends to keep women in better physical condition than men. This generally better physical condition is yet another 

factor in women's longer lives. 

These cultural factors have played an important part for the women who are now getting old. But the social habits 

of women are changing. Young women are smoking more than women used to. More women are working now and 

holding more responsible positions. These changes may mean that the cultural context will no longer help women 

live healthier lives. However, women will continue to live longer than men because of certain other factors. 

93-The passage would most probably continue with a discussion of ------- 

 1) why women are no longer willing to stay home and do housework 

 2) the reasons behind the change in different countries' culture around the world 

 3) factors other than cultural factors in relation to women's living longer than men 

 4) how a healthy lifestyle is important for both men and women in today's ever-changing world 

94. It can be understood from the passage that the author considers cigarette smoking to ….. 

 1) become more common among women than it is now among men 

 2) have a relationship with the amount of stress in people's lives 

 3) be more harmful to women than to men 4) be a culture-related habit 

95. It can be understood from the passage that men can improve their physical condition by …. 

 1) doing housework  2) giving their jobs to women 

 3) working jobs with more responsibility 4) taking better care of their health problems 

96- Which of the following statements is TRUE, according to the passage? 

 1) Women in the past did not smoke because it was considered a socially negative habit. 

 2) The difference in life expectancy between men and women is very likely to become smaller. 
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 3) Women's health problems and those of men are similar in terms of both their causes and effects. 
 4) If women realize their health problems are because of their new social roles, they would renew their past habits. 

The advantages or positive points of e-readers certainly seem to be more than the disadvantages. They are light 

and mobile devices that can be taken anywhere. Taking one gadget on holiday allows us to take hundreds of novels 

with us without having to pay for extra luggage on the plane. 

The electronic nature of e-readers gives us so much more than a print copy of a book can do. It lets us read in the 

dark (handy in case of a power cut). We can look up unfamiliar words in the in-built dictionary with just one click, 

we can make notes, and we never forget what page we were on; the e-reader remembers that for us. If our eyesight 

declines, we can make the letters bigger. We can re-read Jane Eyre as often as we like and the book will never look 

any worse for it. And even if our taste in books is unusual, nobody needs know: others can't see what we are reading. 

Not only that, most e-books are cheaper than their print versions, and many older books can be downloaded for free. 

So why have only one in three of us read an e-book? The answer must be that there is something special about the 

look, the feel, and maybe even the smell of printed books. 'Real' books are objects that have a past and their physical 

presence surrounds us with happy memories. 

97- The author seems to believe that ------ . 

 1) printed books are here to stay 

 2) everyone will soon be using e-books only 

 3) the digital world has totally changed the publishing industry 

 4) e-books are difficult to use because they require the use of some extra digital devices 

98- What does paragraph 2 mainly discuss? 

 1) The way e-books have changed people's reading habits 

 2) The reason why e-books are more fun to read 

 3) The effects of e-books on human health 

 4) The advantages of e-books 

99. The name “Jane Eyre" in paragraph 2 is most probably ………. 

 1)an author's name 2)a book title 3)an e-reader brand 4)a text that is difficult to understand 

100- What does the word “that” in paragraph 2 refer to? 

 1) making notes 2) the page we were reading 3) the reading act 4) the meaning of unknown words 

76- Mr. Thomson has just received an offer for a job but he --------- what to do about it yet.(T-98) 

 1) didn't decide 2) hadn't decided 3) hasn't decided 4) won't decide 

77 --------- speak it fluently takes more time than I previously thought. 

 1) Able to learn a foreign language for 2) I learn a foreign language to be able to 

 3) Learning a foreign language to be able to 4) Learn to be able for a foreign language for me 

78- The bus drivers --------- a rest, as they have just returned from a long trip. 

 1) will need 2) must need 3) should be needed 4) who are going to need 

79- I should say that I haven't seen --------- man than Peter in my whole life so far. 

 1) as generous as a 2) a more generous 3) the most generous 4) the most generous of 

80. If you just --------- the great number of people who are leaving our town in search for a job 

somewhere else, you may rightly conclude that our town has no future. 

 1) consider 2) suggest 3) suppose 4) expect 

81- It is no surprise that Neil didn't learn much in that course; he actually didn't attend classes as --------- 

as he should have. 

 1) really 2) necessarily 3) emotionally 4) regularly 

82- Parents often forget how important it is to talk to a child, and I think that lack of communication 

between these two --------- makes understanding more difficult. 

 1) customs 2) diversities 3) combinations 4) generations 

83- I can't believe you -------- all of my shampoo and just left the empty bottle in the shower! 

 1) died out 2) used up 3) gave up 4) put aside 

84. A: Dr. Gharib was a dedicated physician who was very friendly and helpful to poor families. B: ----! I 

didn't know such a great man. 

 1) It's a pity 2) Well done 3) I hope not 4) Not surprisingly 

85- Now that their business is good enough, they plan to --------- their store by adding another room. 

 1) replace 2) expand 3) provide 4) found 

86- A proper diet, a balanced life style, practicing sports and avoiding------ can help us live a healthy and long life. 

 1) fuels 2) chemicals 3) pleasures 4) addictions 
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87- A person can gain --------- fast by adding 500 calories to a daily diet, eating 180 grams of protein each 

day, and consuming high quality carbohydrates. 

 1) size 2) weight 3) illness 4) blood pressure 
The modern age is an age of electricity. People are so used to electric lights, radio, televisions, and telephones 

that it is hard to (88) --------- what life would be like without them. When there is a power failure, people are badly 

affected. Cars may be stuck in heavy traffic because there are no traffic lights (89) ---------, and food goes bad in 

silent refrigerators. 

Yet, people began to understand how electricity works (90) --------- two centuries ago. Nature has apparently been 

experimenting in this field (91) --------- millions of years. Scientists are discovering more and more that the living 

world may (92) --------- a lot of interesting information about electricity that could benefit humanity. 

88- 1) save 2) remind 3) compare 4) imagine 

89- 1) guide 2) are guiding 3) to guide 4) they guide 

90- 1) only more than a little  2) more than a little only 

 3) for more than only a little 4) only a little more than 

91- 1) since 2) from 3) for 4) in 

92- 1) hold 2) learn 3) surround 4) consume 

In the early 1990s, many villages turned to solar power in parts of Africa where life was hard because of the 

absence of electricity. Perhaps the greatest project of this nature, and one that is often mentioned, is a Zimbabwean 

project supported by UNDP through the Global Environment Facility (GEF). The plan, jointly funded by GEF ($7m) 

and Zimbabwe ($400,000), made use of some 9,000 solar power systems throughout the country to improve living 

standards, but also to decrease land degradation and pollution. 

Shamva, 70 kilometers from Zimbabwe's capital, Harare, is now one of the best solar-village models in the 

country. Fifty-two commercial farming families share systems; there is one system for every two houses. Each family 

has two lamps and a connection for a radio or small television set. The new lighting systems have improved the 

quality of life for the community. They have increased study hours for schoolchildren, reduced rural-to-urban 

migration in the area, and upgraded health standards by electrifying a local health center. 

93- What is the best title for the passage? 

1) Shamva's Farmers Share Solar Power Systems 2) Zimbabwean Development Program 

3) Future of Solar Power in Africa 4) New Ways to Produce Energy 

94- According to the passage, the Zimbabwean project --------- 

1) has been successful in one particular village 

2) has been financially supported by the Zimbabwean government only 

3) has influenced the living standards of some rural people in Zimbabwe 

4) has a long way to go before its effects can be actually observed in people's life 

95- Which of the following is TRUE about Shamva? 

1) It did not use to have a local health center, 2) It is the closest village to Zimbabwe's capital. 

3) It is located in an area where access to electricity is very difficult. 

4) It is equipped with some solar systems shared by the families living there. 

96. What does the word “They” in paragraph 2 refer to? 

1) lamps 2) lighting systems 3) people in Shamva 4) radio and television sets 

Culture shock is a term used to describe the process a person experiences when living outside his or her culture 

for a long period of time. Culture shock is a reality to many international students. When moving to a new culture, 

international students must deal with a language that may be unfamiliar, incomprehensible customs a cultural 

expectation the students may not be fully aware of. As a result, the students may go through emotional extremes 

ranging from excitement with the new culture to depression. I, like most foreign students, had to face the harsh reality 

of culture shock as I pursued my college career. But it wasn't an easy process. There's no magic pill or vaccine. To 

be successful, international students should become familiar with the process of culture shock, a process that became 

my way of feeling at ease with French culture. 

97 According to the passage, culture shock is experienced ---------- 

1) by almost all international students 2) by students not familiar with their own culture 

3) specially when foreign students do not know the language of the foreign country 

4) because students who start college are not old enough to take care of themselves alone 

98- Which of the following statements is TRUE about the author of this passage? 

1) He did not have the problem of culture shock. 

2) It took him a long time to adapt himself to his native culture. 

3) He spent at least part of his education far from his homeland. 

4) He went to France in order to find a job to pay his education fees. 
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99- According to the passage, an effect of culture shock is -------- 

 1) poor language ability 2) excitement with the new culture 

 3) unfamiliar cultural expectations 4) incomprehensible customs and values 

100- The author's purpose of saying, “There's no magic pill or vaccine”, is to emphasize the fact that 

 1) getting over culture shock is not easy and takes time and effort 

 2) even doctors cannot help the students who suffer from culture shock 

 3) medical doctors have not yet found a way to help those who are culturally shocked 

 4) becoming successful in a foreign country becomes a reality only if foreigners work hard 

76-The tour guide warned the people who relied on him --------- in the park when the night falls. (Z-98) 

 1) they do not 2) not to walk 3) that they not walk 4) not walking 

77- The newly employed girl is more efficient -------- they have ever had. 

 1) than any other secretary 2) any other secretary than 

 3) secretary than any other 4) any other than secretary 

78. While skiing, the young boy broke his leg and --------- to the hospital immediately. 

 1) would be taken 2) had to be taken 3) had taken 4) took 

79- ------- in a short time, especially when you are a true beginner, is something almost impossible to do. 

 1) A language to learn 2) You learn a language 

 3) Learning a language 4) A language which you learn 

80- The electricity they --------- is not enough to meet their country's needs. 

 1) achieve 2-collect 3) require 4) generate 

81-Michael Mann, a/an --------- professor of atmospheric science, has been invited to give a speech about 

the dangerous effects of global warming. 

 1) offered 2) donated 3) identified 4) distinguished 

82-The man wrote a book based on the events he had recorded in a/an --------- that he kept during the war 

between his country Japan and China. 

 1) loss 2) diary 3) mission 4) imagination 

83. Can you two just ------ your differences for now and get this done together, please? 

 1) put aside 2) keep on 3) call back 4) get away 

84-Based on the belief that our worldview is influenced by the language we speak; it is often concluded 

that language is like a pair of eyeglasses through which we “see” the world in a/an -------- way. 

 1) decorative 2) intermediate 3) particular 4) monolingual 

85-With all his energy --------- already, the jogger was not able to take one more step ahead and so sat 

down to rest. 

 1) turned off 2) passed away 3) used up 4) given up 

86- The war was very depressing but gave to the community a greater ----- of togetherness. 

 1) sense 2) device 3) factor 4) notice 

87- A: “We've got my boss, his boss, the assistant manager, an advisor, and the head of IT all involved in 

this project, and it's turning into a complete failure!” B: "Well, -------, after all!” 

 1) birds of a feather fly together 2) practice makes perfect 

 3) two heads are better than one 4) too many cooks spoil the broth 
It's difficult to say. Lots of people played a part in the development of the cinema. A man called Muybridge (88) 

--------- the first moving picture in 1878. It was a film of a horse running and it was only a few seconds long. By 

1895, other people (89) -------- various machines for showing moving pictures, but many of these could only (90) --

------- by one person at a time. The development of machines that could project films onto a screen was important. 

Thomas Edison was one of the first to show very short films to audiences of 20 or (91) --------- people. His films 

showed acrobats and dancers performing, or everyday (92) --------- like a man eating! 

88- 1) he made 2) to make 3) making 4) made 

89- 1) were inventing 2) would invent 3) have invented 4) had invented 

90- 1) watch 2) be watching 3) be watched 4) been watched 

91- 1) few 2) more 3) the most 4) a few 

92- 1) events 2) customs 3) images 4) conditions 

It is said that most people have no more than 30 friends at any given time, and 400 over the whole of their lives. 

However, on social networking sites, most users have about 150 friends. If these numbers are correct, then friendship 

means different things in different situations. 
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One of the reasons people have more online friends than real friends at any particular point in time is that online 

friendships do not require much time and energy: it is easy to make Internet friends and keep them forever. Another 

possibility is that it is difficult to say “no” when somebody asks us to be their friend online, even if we feel we don't 

really know them. The fact that they ask us suggests that they do consider us a friend, which is a nice feeling. 

Alternatively, they may be "collectors” of online friends and simply want to use us to get a higher number of friends 

and appear to be popular, 

Online friendships are quite easy, but in the real world things are much more difficult. There are no rules about 

friendship. There are no guidelines about how to make friends, how to keep friendships going, and how to finish 

friendships if we want to move on, different opinions about friendship: some people would die for their friends and 

value them more than family. Others feel that friends are temporary, only there to help each other until they are no 

longer needed. If people with such different views become friends, this can lead to problems. 

93- It can be understood from the passage that --------- 
 1) people turn to the Internet to make friends because they no longer value friendships 

 2) the situation in which people make friends influences the actual nature of their friendship 

 3) online friendships last longer than real friendships that were a mark of past relationships 

 4) the Internet has made people so close that people pay more attention to their friends than to their family members 

94-Which of the following best describes the function of paragraph 2 in relation to paragraph 1? 
 1) Paragraph 2 explains why the claim made in paragraph 1 is true. 

 2) Paragraph 2 brings in some reasons to question the position taken in paragraph 1. 

 3) Paragraph 2 discusses the effect of the change in friendship explained in paragraph 1. 

 4) Paragraph 2 expands one of the reasons mentioned in paragraph 1 about why people nowadays have more friends. 

95- What does paragraph 3 mainly discuss? 

 1) Why making friends online is not difficult 2) People's opinions about the role of friends in their lives 

 3) What makes making friendships offline in the real world harder 

 4) The reasons why it is necessary to change the way people make friends online 

96 The word "this” in paragraph 3 refers to - -- 

 1) the link between people becoming weak 2) trying to find as many friends as possible 

 3) having different views towards friendship 4) people with different views becoming friends 

Both men and women are living longer these days in the industrialized countries. However, women, on the 

average, live longer. In general, they can expect to live six or seven years more than men. The reasons for this are 

both biological and cultural. 

One important biological factor that helps women live longer is the difference in hormones between men and 

women. Hormones are chemicals which are produced by the body to control various body functions. Between the 

ages of about 12 and 50, women produce hormones that are involved in fertility. These hormones also have a positive 

effect on the heart and the blood flow. In fact, women are less likely to have high blood pressure or to die from heart 

attacks. 

The female hormones also protect the body in another way. They help the body to defend itself against some kinds 

of illnesses. This means that women generally get sick less often and less seriously than men. The common cold is a 

good example: women, on average, get fewer colds than men. 

Women are also helped by their female genes. Scientists are still not exactly sure how genes influence aging, but 

they believe that they do. Some think that a woman's body cells age more slowly than a man's. Others think that a 

man's body cells age more quickly. Recent research seems to support both of these possibilities. 

97- What is the main purpose of the passage? 

 1) To explore reasons for a fact 2) To compare and contrast two different findings 

 3) To follow the historical line of a new development 

 4) To show the role of medical advancement in people's life expectancy 

98- How many biological factors does the passage mention as having an effect on women's living longer them 

men? 

 1) One 2) Two 3) Three 4) Four 

99- What is the purpose of the example mentioned in paragraph 3? 

 1) To emphasize the role of illnesses in reducing people's hope of living long 

 2) To prove that hormones can in fact help women in more than two ways 

 3) To support the claim made for the role of the female hormones 

 4) To refer to the most important illness influencing women 

100- Which of the following statements is supported by the passage? 

 1) Not all men live shorter lives than women do. 

 2) Men used to live longer than women before the world became industrialized. 

 3) Scientists believe that genes are more effective than hormones to help women live long. 

 4) Scientists agree with one another about how genes make women age more slowly than men. 
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76- A: Did anyone help them do the project?    B: No. Those college students, Ted and Tom, ---- did the 

project. They actually worked together very hard.(H-98) 

 1) who 2) they 3) themselves 4) were those 

77- Each year, universities in the West take in quite a number of students ---- come from Asian countries. 

 1) who 2) they 3) that they 4) most of them 

78. It is a fact that all people are ready to try as hard as possible to become happy, --------? 

 1) don't they 2) isn't it 3) aren't they 4) doesn't it 

79- The picture painted by the child was so fantastic that even great painters wondered if she--- it without any help. 

 1) had painted 2) was painted 3) have painted 4) would paint 

80- Police tried to control the large group of supporters --------- the famous artist. 

 1) seeking 2) absorbing 3) surrounding 4) identifying 

81- The road system was so -- that we had to stop several times to find out if we were driving in the right direction. 

 1) harmful 2) invisible 3) traditional 4) complicated 

82- There was a large --------- on the wall saying "No Parking". 

 1) plan 2) space 3) notice 4) abbreviation 

83- You may not believe it, but thousands of years ago, that the Earth was round was a ------- held belief in Europe. 

 1) directly 2) widely 3) suddenly 4) surprisingly 

84- The role of the police is not to break the rules but make people --------- them, 

 1) risk 2) obey 3) achieve 4) inform 

85- Eating correctly and exercising every day are both needed to help boost --------- in people, young and old alike. 

 1) resources 2) principles 3) wellness 4) diversity 

86- If they know the cause of the problem, they might be able to ---- how to prevent it from happening again. 

 1) keep on 2) give up 3) turn around 4) figure out 

87- We have two people called Paul James working here, so it's a bit ---------! 

 1) crowded 2) popular 3) incomprehensible 4) confusing 
Language is the main (88) --------- of communication between peoples, but because there are so many different 

languages, people all (89) --------- the world have a difficult time understanding one another. (90) --------- many 

years, people have dreamed of (91) --------- an international or universal language which all people could speak and 

understand. Their reasons are straightforward and clear. If all people (92) --------- the same tongue, cultural and 

economic connections would be much closer, and good will would increase between countries. 

88- 1) means 2) origin 3) demand 4) custom 

89- 1) of 2) for 3) from 4) around 

90- 1) Of 2) In 3) For 4) Since 

91- 1) create 2) creating 3) to create 4) they create 

92- 1) spoke 2) speak 3) have spoken 4) had spoken 

Language is one of the important abilities of humans which makes humans stand out from animals, so language 

loss raises serious questions about our history, our humanity and perhaps about our future, too. Any study of the 

history of language shows that languages, like humans, develop over time. According to some estimates, around 

7,000 languages are still spoken in the world. This number is a sign of the diversity and range of human experience 

in all around the world. But not all those languages are equally healthy. In fact, while some languages are healthy 

and powerful, others are in the process of dying and disappearing. In fact, research shows that languages are dying 

out very fast. Some believe that by 2100, most of these languages, perhaps as many as 90% of them, will no longer 

exist in the spoken medium. If this were plant life, or whales and dolphins, many people would be worried and ask 

something to be done to stop this unlucky process. Yet, surprisingly, there seems to be little interest in this terrible 

event. What is lost when a language ceases to exist? 

93- What is the subject of the passage? 

 1) Language loss  2) How languages die out 

 3) Comparison of modern and old languages 4) The main difference between humans and animals 

94. Why does the author make a comparison between languages and sentence, “Any study of the history of 

language ..."? 
 1) Because languages are spoken by humans 2) Because both languages and humans have histories 

 3) Because both languages and humans do not stay the same in the course of time 

 4) Because when languages are lost, humans lose whatever knowledge and experience they have collected through them 

95 What does the phrase "these languages” refers to? 

 1) Healthy and powerful languages 2) The languages that are dying out very fast 

 3) Those languages that manage to survive by 2100 4) The 7,000 languages that are still spoken in the world 
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96- The passage most probably continues with a discussion of -------- 

 1) the reasons why languages die 

 2) what to do to prevent languages from going out of existence 

 3) why people are worried about the gradual death of languages 

 4) what language loss makes us lose in addition to the language itself 

Some people are shy, which means they feel uncomfortable in the presence of others. If you suffer from shyness, 

you are not alone, for there are many people having the same problem. According to recent research, close to 50 

percent of the general population report that they currently experience some degree of shyness in their lives. In 

addition, close to 80 percent of people report having felt shy at some point of their lives. As shyness is so widespread 

in the world, it is not surprising that social scientists are learning more about its causes. They have found that shyness 

in an individual can result from both biological and environmental factors. 

Recent research shows that some people are genetically predisposed to shyness. In other words, some people say 

that some people are born shy, Researchers say that between 5 and 20 percent of newborn babies show signs of 

shyness: they are quieter and more watchful. Researchers have identified physiological differences between sociable 

and shy babies that show up as early as two months. In one study, two-month-olds who were later identified as shy 

children reacted with signs of stress when they were shown moving mobiles and tape recordings of human voices: 

increased heart rates, jerky movements of arms and legs, and excessive crying. Further evidence of the genetic basis 

of shyness is the fact that parents and grandparents of shy children more often say that they were shy as children than 

parents and grandparents of non-shy children. 

97- Social scientists have tried to find out about the causes of shyness because ------ 

 1) it is a problem many people suffer from 

 2) it surely has a mental but not a physical origin 

 3) previously suggested ways to control it did not work 

 4) some people who report that they are shy may not really be shy 

98- It can be concluded form paragraph 2 that if a person's parents and grandparents are shy, he -- 

 1) would turn out to be less sociable than they were 2) needs to see a medical doctor immediately 

 3) has had a difficult childhood 4) is likely to be shy too 

99- The word “they” in paragraph 2 refers to --------- 

 1) signs of stress  2) two-month-olds 

 3) shy children in general  4) mobiles and tape recordings of human voices 

100- Which of the following statements is TRUE, according to paragraph 2? 
 1) No one is born shy. 

 2) There are physiological differences between shy and sociable babies. 

 3) Shy people are typically quieter but less careful than those who are not shy. 

 4) Heart rates, jerky movements of arms and legs, and excessive crying are some physiological causes of shyness. 

77-Since we opened our door in1995, more than seven million people….our national park.(H-O) 

 1-visited 2-have visited 3-had visited 4-were visiting 

78-As the money….as a farmer is not enough to cover his expenses, he plans to switch to another job. 

 1-which he makes 2-is made by him 3-that he makes it 4-which it makes him 

76-The birthday gift I love most is actually a/an……clock.(R-O) 

 1-wonderful big old Italian wooden 2-big old wonderful Italian wooden 

 3-wonderful big old wooden Italian 4-old wonderful big Italian wooden 

78-To be able to afford university fees, it was necessary for both Peggy and his little brother….at a restaurant part 

time. 

 1-works 2-to work 3-who work 4-they work 

78-The…..house at the end of the street is one they have been living in for over thirty years.(E-O) 

 1-old big stone green 2-green old stone big 3-stone green big old 4-big old green stone 

78-It is sometimes impossible for people living in poverty…..hopeful(Z-O) 

 1-remain 2-that they remain 3-to remain 4-so that they remain 

76-it is very important for a speaker in a news conference…..everyone present is carefully listening to what she is 

talking about. .(KH-E-O) 

 1-to see 2sees that 3-that sees 4-for seeing 

77-The ……..refrigerator that I have bought didn’t seem nice to my wife 

1-wooden nice big German2-nice big wooden German3-big nice German wooden4-nice big German wooden 

76-Mike, who just started work at the company two years ago,….the top post in the personnel department.(Kh-O)

 1-offered 2-had offered 3-had to offer 4-has been offered 

101-What have you been doing with yourself since I last….you? (E-Kh-O) 

 1-had seen 2-saw 3-would have seen 4-see 
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105-She says that he loves her…..vase. 

 1-glass big green Italian 2-green big Italian glass       3-big green Italian glass 4-Italian big green glass 

101-Unless you make sure that the flowers….soon, they will go dead.(E-KH-N) 

 1-to water 2-you water 3-be watered 4-are watered 

102-Wait a second! It……long to check the brakes in your car. 

 1-wasn’t taken 2-won’t take 3-isn’t taken 4-hadn’t taken 

105-It is common knowledge that the Scottish wear kilts,……? 

 1-are they not 2-don’t they 3-are they  4-isn’t it 

106-Shelley is one of those poets….almost certain to be represented in any anthology of English verse. 

 1-are 2-heis 3-who are 4-that they are 

107-The test results clearly show that I do….anyone else in the whole class. 

 1-better on essay tests than 2-best on essay tests of 

 3-as good on essay tests as 4-on essay test better than do 

108-He promised to all those present that he will do all the carpentry for the newly built home…. 

 1-he himself 2-themselves 3-himself 4-itself 

109-Is Richard Thomson, the Alfa boss,…..to fly round the world in a hot air balloon have all ended in failure, a 

better businessman than pilot? 

 1-that attempted 2-whose attempts 3-by attempting 4-attempts 

110-A thousand years later, wealthy people would use the effects of evaporation to cool their homes. …..midnight, 

they had the exterior walls and interior floors doused with water. 

 1-Through 2-On 3-In 4-At 

104-If you need advice and think I can be of help, OK go ahead and ask for….(E-KH-B) 

 1-a few 2-one 3-any 4-some 

105-Every time I wanted to study a bit my roommate kept….. 

 1-the radio listening to 2-to listen to the radio 3-and to the radio listened to 4-listening to the radio 

106-Before I could have the chance to say even a word, she….. 

 1-had left 2-have left 3-was leaving 4-would be leaving 

108-Behind a house…..he lives, there are a lot of orange trees. 

 1-that 2-which 3-in which 4-in there 

109-So he assured you that without your help, those two can’t get the job done,….? 

 1-don’t you 2-can’t they 3-can’t you 4-didn’t he 

116-Leave the main road and…..the bridge and keep going until you see a gat on the left-hand side. 

 1-cut 2-quit 3-climb 4-cross 

 

 

******* GOOD              LUCK******* 

prepared by: D. Farahy. Far 

(1398) 
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76- Catherine explained the lesson to the class --------- an experienced teacher.(E-Kh-98) 

 1) as good as 2) as well as 3) the best of 4) better than that 

77- The newly employed girl is more efficient -------- they have ever had. 

 1) than any other secretary 2) any other secretary than 

 3) secretary than any other 4) any other than secretary 

79- I should say that I haven't seen --------- man than Peter in my whole life so far. 

 1) as generous as a 2) a more generous 3) the most generous 4) the most generous of 

78- The modern train appeared to be going as fast as, perhaps even faster than, --------- 

 1) a car the fastest 2) fastest cars 3) a car is the fastest  4) the fastest car 

77- I am sorry to say so, but --------- of all is that they have grown used to this pattern of behavior. 

 1) things worst 2) worse things 3) the worst thing 4) the worst of things 

295- Amir studies…..more carefully than the other students. 

 1-so 2-too 3-very 4-much 
644-You have done……better than I had expected. 

 1-so 2- very 3-more 4-much 

315-Jane speaks French as…..as the rest of us. 

 1-good 2-well 3-best 4-better 

318-We could do this…..with a computer. 

 1-easier 2-more easily 3-the most easily 4-the easiest 

21*-Some of the children standing over there look very…. 

 1-silently 2-happily 3-friendly 4-angrily 

241-Fred has bought a…..cotton dress for his wife as a birthday present.(E-82) 

 1-pretty red Japanese 2-red pretty Japanese 3-Japanese pretty red 4-Japanese red pretty 

251-I think the…..cars will become cheaper very soon. 

 1-Japanese blue new 2-new blue Japanese 3-new Japanese blue 4-blue new Japanese 

331-In the cupboard, there are some……..tea cups used for special occasions. 

 1-small beautiful Egyptian 2-beautiful small Egyptian 

 3-Egyptian beautiful small 4-small Egyptian beautiful 

340-My brother has a……table-lamp in his room. 

 1-beautiful white round         2-white beautiful round       3-round beautiful white 4-beautiful round white 

378-She was wearing a…..shirt.(Z-86) 

 1-white and black silk beautiful 2-silk beautiful black and white 

 3-black and white beautiful silk 4-beautiful black and white silk 

401-That ……..cupboard is very expensive.(Z-88) 

1-brown Iranian big wood 2-big Iranian brown wood 3-big brown Iranian wood 4-Iranian big brown wood 

606-I have never forgotten the………. table at which we all used to eat our meals. 

 1-beautiful brown large wooden 2- large wooden beautiful brown 

 3- beautiful large wooden brown 4- beautiful large brown wooden 

518- My friend has a ---------- woolen rug on the floor in her bedroom.(E-93) 

 1) lovely long grey 2) long lovely grey 3) grey lovely long 4) long grey lovely 

586-I really liked that…ball my uncle gave me on my birthday. 

 1-blue,big,plastic,beautiful 2-beautiful, big, blue, plastic 

 3-beautiful, plastic, big, blue 4-big, blue, beautiful, plastic 

544- A: “Can I help you?” B: “Yes, I’m looking for a ............ dress for my daughter.” 

1) small, pink, cotton 2) small, cotton, pink 3) pink, small, cotton 4) cotton, small, pink 

105-She says that he loves her…..vase. 

 1-glass big green Italian 2-green big Italian glass       3-big green Italian glass 4-Italian big green glass 

77-The ……..refrigerator that I have bought didn’t seem nice to my wife. 

1-wooden nice big German2-nice big wooden German3-big nice German wooden4-nice big German wooden 

78-The…..house at the end of the street is one they have been living in for over thirty years. 

 1-old big stone green 2-green old stone big 3-stone green big old 4-big old green stone 

76-The birthday gift I love most is actually a/an……clock. 

 1-wonderful big old Italian wooden 2-big old wonderful Italian wooden 

 3-wonderful big old wooden Italian 4-old wonderful big Italian wooden 
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325-All your changes of plan have made me……. 

 1-confuse 2-to confuse 3-confusing 4-confused 

347-Tom is……….Almost everyone enjoys talking to him. 

 1-interesting 2-interestingly 3-an interest 4-interested 

352-Why are you always worried? Is your life really……? 

 1-bore 2-boring 3-to bore 4-bored 

349-Ronald works very hard. It’s not…..that he is always tired. 

 1-surprisingly 2-surprising 3-surprised 4-surprise 

385-I turned off the TV because I didn’t find the film….(E-86) 

 1-amusingly 2-amusing 3-amused 4-amuses 

392-The students were very…..when they saw that….movie.(Z-87) 

 1-amusing-interesting  2-amusing-interested  3-amused-interesting 4-amused-interested 

398- The jokes were …….to most of the children, so they got…… 

 1-amusing-amusing 2-amusing-amused 3-amused-amusing 4- amused- amused 

403-The police found the man…… 

 1-injuring 2-injured 3-to injure 4-injuries 

405-He loves something ……... Something that makes him laugh. 

 1-amuse 2- amused 3- amusing 4- amusingly 

437-Some computers have very …..instructions.(Z-89) 

 1-confusing 2-confused 3-confuse 4-confusingly 

448- Our teacher didn't explain some of the... points well; that's why the students have problems.(H-90) 

 1) confuse 2) confusedly 3) confusing 4) confused 

459-The joke Tom told us was so….that I couldn’t help laughing. 

 1-amuse 2-amusing 3-amused 4-amusement 

465- My grandmother told us ----------- stories and we all enjoyed them very much.(H-91) 

 1) amused 2) amusing 3) to amuse 4) to be amused 

500- As the movie went on, it became more and more ----------.(H-92) 

 1) bored 2) boring 3) boredom 4) boringly 

565- Our neighbor’s big dog is very …………. and my little girl is usually ……….. when she sees it. 

 1) frightened – frightened 2) frightened – frightening 

 3) frightening – frightening 4) frightening – frightened 

577-He felt extremely….after staying up very late to finish his school project.( E-95) 

 1-tiring 2-to tire 3-tired 4-was tired 

584- After ten hours of hard work, Tom did not look….., so I let him go ahead and finish the job.(R-96) 

 1-tired 2-tiring 3-to tire 4-to be tiring 

51-This is the man ..........repaired my car. 

 1-who 2-whom 3-whose 4-which 

267-She does not know…….causes her not to do well on tests. 

 1-how 2-whom 3-what 4-why 

319-This is the street in……our house is located. 

 1-where 2-that 3-which 4-there 

623-The student ........ notebook was lost yesterday is still looking for it . 

 1-which 2-whose 3-that 4-who 

624-Individuals............. place first receive a gold medal . 

 1-whom 2-whose 3-which 4-who 

625-Did you understand .......... he said? 

 1-which 2-who 3-what 4-whose 

652-The children…..paintings won a prize were given 10 pounds each. 

 1-who 2-that 3-what 4-whose 

674-The watch…..face was broken cost about $455. 

 1-which 2-whether 3-that 4-whose 

77- Each year, universities in the West take in quite a number of students ----- come from Asian countries. 

 1) who 2) they 3) that they 4) most of them 

78- China is the country --------- paper, silk and gunpowder were first produced in. 

 1) in that 2) in where 3) in there 4) that 
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136*-The prize which ........... given to me made my family happy . 

 1.was 2.have 3.had 4.will 

676-The match……by a large crowd when it started to rain. 

 1-has been watching 2-has watched 3-was watching 4-was being watched 

657-A: Mona …..the manager’s job. B: But she has hardly any work experience.(E-Z-82) 

 1-offers 2-is offered 3-has offered 4-has been offered 

655-I wonder why Mary…..to Fatima’s party last week. Everyone else was attending there. 

 1-had not invited 2-did not invite 3-had not been invited 4-has not been invited 

651-We….200 tickets and there is still a month to go before the concert. 

 1-are always selling 2-will have sold 3-have already sold 4-had just sold 

650-“As far as I can see nothing…….from the office, ”Said the manager. 

 1-would be stealing 2-has been stolen 3-had stolen 4-was stealing 

622- I’d like this letter……..as soon as possible. 

 1-to write 2-written 3-be writing 4-to be written 

566- The new high-quality models of sunglasses are going to ………… in our factory next year. 

 1) be produced 2) be producing 3) produced 4) produce 

553- This is a very difficult question, so it cannot……… so easily within a short time. 

 1) answer 2) be answered 3) to be answered 4) have answered 

416-He…..in prison for five years before he was free.(kh-85) 

 1-is kept 2-had kept 3-had been kept 4-has been kept 

493- The dishes ---------- yet. Could you please wash them up. 

 1) have been not washed  2) have not been washed 

 3) are not being washed  4) had not been washed 

502- I ---------- a game of tennis with Mike when Sue -----------. 

 1) had finished / arrived  2) finished / had arrived 

 3) have finished / arrived  4) finished / has arrived 

503- The fire finally ------------- under control, but only after extensive damage -----------.(Z-92) 

 1) got / had been caused  2) had gotten / was caused 

 3) got / has been caused  4) had gotten / had been caused 

388-I ……..to play ping pong by the time I was six. 

 1-was taught 2-taught 3-had taught 4-had been taught 

393-Mona Lisa ........by Leonardo de Vinci as far as I…… 

 1-was painted-know  2-was painted-am known 

 3-has been painted-am known 4-has been painted-know 

390-The teacher thought the lesson…..reviewed before. 

 1-has 2-had 3-has been 4-had been 

386-All the food……before we got to the picnic. 

 1-has eaten 2-had eaten 3-had been eaten 4-has been eaten 

268-Students who fail……another chance to take the exam next June. 

 1-giving 2-will give 3-to give 4-will be given 

346-Do you know that Maria…..as a computer programmer of the Company?(R-85) 

 1-was inviting 2-is going to invite 3-has been invited 4-is inviting 

196-This math problem…..by one of my students last year. 

 1-had been solved 2-had solved 3-has been solved 4-would be solved 

235-The football player…..out of the field because he was impolite to the other players. 

 1-has sent 2-is sent 3-was sent 4-sent 

197-You…..a letter inviting you to attend the meeting in near future.(H-81) 

 1-will send 2-are sending 3-will be sent 4-have sent 

192-People should……how to use energy properly.(E-81) 

 1-be taught 2-be teaching 3-have taught 4-teach 

152-The picture ........... by small child and this surprised them greatly . 

 1.has drawn 2.had drawn 3.was drawn 4.drew 

235-The football player…..out of the field because he was impolite to the other players. 

 1-has sent 2-is sent 3-was sent 4-sent 

239-Your money…… to good use instead of being left in the bank. 

 1-could put 2-will put 3-been put 4-could be put 
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260-How many times…….these shoes…..since you bought them? 

 1-were/repaired 2-did/repair 3-have/been repaired 4-have/repaired 

268-Students who fail……another chance to take the exam next June. 

 1-giving 2-will give 3-to give 4-will be given 

290-Did the wall fall on him? No, he…..hurt there. 

 1-wasn’t 2-hadn’t 3-didn’t 4-hasn’t 

346-Do you know that Maria…..as a computer programmer of the Company?(R-85) 

 1-was inviting 2-is going to invite 3-has been invited 4-is inviting 

348-Many apartments……for the poor employees during the last five years.(H-85) 

 1-are built 2-were building 3-have built 4-have been built 

351-The land next to our house…..sold to the government recently.(T-85) 

 1-is 2-had been 3-has been 4-will be 

363-He said he didn’t need a job because he…..a better one before. 

 1-has offered 2-had offered 3-has been offered 4-had been offered 

78. While skiing, the young boy broke his leg and --------- to the hospital immediately. 

 1) would be taken 2) had to be taken 3) had taken 4) took 

76- After breaking his leg in the skiing accident, -------- to cut short his vacation and go back home.(R-98) 

 1) forced 2) he forced 3) that forced 4) he was forced 

76-Mike, who just started work at the company two years ago,…….the top post in the personnel department. 

 1-offered 2-had offered 3-had to offer 4-has been offered 

101-What have you been doing with yourself since I last….you? 

 1-had seen 2-saw 3-would have seen 4-see 

77-Since we opened our door in 1995, more than seven million people……our national park. 

 1-visited 2-have visited 3-had visited 4-were visiting 

77-Since she…..the proper lens for her camera, she wasn’t able to take pictures of the unusual scene. 

 1-was not bringing 2-has not brought 3-hadnot brought 4-would not bring 

317-I haven’t been able to play tennis since I….my arm. 

 1-broke 2-have broken 3-was broken 4-have been broken 

338-A: Hello. May I speak to Jim, please? B: Just a moment. I…….him. 

 1-get 2-will get 3-am getting 4-am going to get 

485- We have completed ten items … we started doing this exercise.(kh-91) 

 1) when 2) since 3) enough 4) whether 

502- I ---------- a game of tennis with Mike when Sue -----------. 

 1) had finished / arrived  2) finished / had arrived 

 3) have finished / arrived  4) finished / has arrived 

503- The fire finally ------------- under control, but only after extensive damage -----------.(Z-92) 

 1) got / had been caused  2) had gotten / was caused 

 3) got / has been caused  4) had gotten / had been caused 

588-Since they…..the football game to Germany last year, they have won all the other game easily.( Z-96 ) 

 1-lose 2-were losing 3-lost 4-had lost 

599-My father returned to the lovely island where he…… all his childhood already.(E.97) 

 1-had lived 2- has lived 3- must have lived 4- was going to live 

602-The answer to this question, which…….. human beings since ancient times, still remains unclear. 

 1-is interested 2 has interested 3- had interested 4- was interesting for 

91-Wood .......... on water . 

 1.float 2.floats 3.floated 4.are floating 

143-We’ve been living in this apartment since we ............... to this city . 

 1.have come 2.had come 3.came 4.would come 

262-He has been feeling badly since he……his job. 

 1-lost 2-loses 3-had lost 4-will lose 

605-Not only am I late getting started, but I also…….. what to buy for everyone so far. (T-97) 

 1-haven't decided 2- hadn't decided 3-didn't decide 4-won't decide 

626-Mahdi passed the exam because he.......... enough before taking it . 

 1-had studied 2-has studied 3-would study 4-was studying 

651-We….200 tickets and there is still a month to go before the concert. 

 1-are always selling 2-will have sold 3-have already sold 4-had just sold 

78- The bus drivers --------- a rest, as they have just returned from a long trip. 

 1) will need 2) must need 3) should be needed 4) who are going to need 

78- The boss would get mad if you leave early again, so -------- ask for his permission first. 

 1) you should 2) you might 3) would you 4) you are going to 
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79. I am absolutely sure that Jennifer would do the same task differently if she --------- you. 

 1) is 2) was 3) were 4) had been 

79- The picture painted by the child was so fantastic that even great painters wondered if she--- it without any help. 

 1) had painted 2) was painted 3) have painted 4) would paint 

77- I --------- to save the man if I knew how to swim. 

 1) tried 2) will try 3) would try 4) had tried 

104-My teacher…..at me if I were a little more silent. 

 1-didn’t shout 2-doesn’t shout 3-hasn’t shout 4-wouldn’t shout 

129-If Amir ............ more time, he’d learn English better . 

 1.had 2.had had 3.would have 4.has had 

145-I am sure he could pass the test if he .................... a little harder . 

 1.has tried 2.tried 3.was tried 4.would try 

146-Young people are repeatedly told ............. before talking .(T-77) 

 1.to think 2.think 3.thinking 4.thought 

147-We............. the north of Iran if we had a long summer vacation this year . 

 1.will visit 2.would visit 3.had visited 4.would have visited 

151-If I heard somebody shouting for help, I ........... him .(R-79) 

 1-had helped 2.have helped 3.will help 4.would help 

202-What…..you do if your little sister cut her finger? 

 1-would 2-will 3-do 4-did 

246-If drivers…..speed limits, fewer accidents would occur. 

 1-obey 2-obeyed 3-had obeyed 4-would have obeyed 

261-If he were here now, he…..happy to see you. 

 1-will be 2-would be 3-will have been 4-had been 

313-I’m sure Liz will lend you some money, I….very surprised if she refused. 

 1-would have been 2-will be 3-would be 4-could have been 

339-A: Could you water the trees in the garden? B: If it….so cold, I …..water them. 

 1-is not-will 2-is not-would 3-was not-will 4-were not-would 

415-If you….a cheap camera, would you buy it? 

 1-offer 2-offered 3-were offered 4-be offered 

78. It is a fact that all people are ready to try as hard as possible to become happy, --------? 

 1) don't they 2) isn't it 3) aren't they 4) doesn't it 

79- Jane believes that her team members easily won the game because they are familiar with teamwork, ------? 

 1) aren't they 2) didn't they 3) didn't she 4) doesn't she 

105-It is common knowledge that the Scottish wear kilts,……? 

 1-are they not 2-don’t they 3-are they  4-isn’t it 

291-He’s got his room painted,……he? 

 1-isn’t 2-hasn’t 3-wasn’t 4-doesn’t 

293-The police never found the money stolen in the robbery,…..? 

 1-didn’t he 2-did he 3-didn’t they 4-did they 

76- A: Did anyone help them do the project? 

       B: No. Those college students, Ted and Tom, ---- did the project. They actually worked together very hard.(H-98) 

 1) who 2) they 3) themselves 4) were those 

83-I took my brother out with…..to do some shopping. 

 1-I 2-me 3-mine 4-myself 

35*-”Is this your car ?” “No, ........... is parked over there .” 

 1-hers 2-mine 3-herself 4-itself 

36*-One of the girls hurt ........ when she fell down . 

 1-themselves 2-himself 3-herself 4-itself 

37*-The house in which we live is ........ . 

 1-her 2-his 3-their 4-your 

38*-Do the homework ......... .I can't help you . 

 1-you 2-me 3-myself 4-yourself 

39*-"Did Amir's sister give Ali's books to the boys?" "Yes, she gave two of .... books to them. 

 1-her 2-Amir's 3-his 4-their 

40-Very young children should not be allowed to go swimming by ...... . 

 1-himself 2-themselves 3-itself 4-ourselves 

41-"Amir, is this your sister's car ?" "No, ...... is in garage ." 

 1-mine 2-his 3-hers 4-its 

42*-My brother picked up the coins and gave ....... to the poor man . 

 1-me 2-him 3-it 4-them 

43*-My brother said ," Have a nice journey and look after ....... ." 

 1-myself 2-himself 3-yourself 4-ourselves 
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292-When I entered the room, I found him…..a newspaper. 

 1-read 2-reads 3-reading 4-to read 

78-It is sometimes impossible for people living in poverty…..hopeful. 

 1-remain 2-that they remain 3-to remain 4-so that they remain 

146-Young people are repeatedly told ............. before talking .(T-77) 

 1.to think 2.think 3.thinking 4.thought 

149-He reviewed his notes before......the question. 

 1.answering 2.answered 3.answers 4.to answer 

150-He stopped ............ when he noticed his friends at the bus -stop . 

 1-ride 2-riding 3-rode 4-to ride 

76-The tour guide warned the people who relied on him --------- in the park when the night falls. (Z-98) 

 1) they do not 2) not to walk 3) that they not walk 4) not walking 

79- ------- in a short time, especially when you are a true beginner, is something almost impossible to do. 

 1) A language to learn  2) You learn a language 

 3) Learning a language 4) A language which you learn 

77 --------- speak it fluently takes more time than I previously thought. 

 1) Able to learn a foreign language for 2) I learn a foreign language to be able to 

 3) Learning a foreign language to be able to 4) Learn to be able for a foreign language for me 

707-His parents….him to study hard when he was a child. 

 1-made 2-forced 3-had 4-let 

658-Ted finished……two of his compositions last week. 

 1-write 2-writing 3-written 4-to write 

633-How did he open the door? I remember ..... a key out of his pocket, he opened the door . 

 1.take 2.took 3.taking 4.takes 

635-When they come back, they found their house ............... in the fire . 

 1.burning 2.burnt 3.to burn 4.burn 

639-Those who know him very well can’t help….his truthfulness and honesty. 

 1-admire 2-admiring 3-to admire 4-admired 

640-She’d like me…..there. 

 1-to going 2-go 3-going 4-to go 

445-We missed……her ride her horse last Friday.(kh-89) 

 1-watch 2-watching 3-to watch 4-be watched 

446- Billy's mother advised him ----------- too near the lion's cage in the zoo.(R-90) 

 1) not go 2) not to go 3) to not go 4) does not go 

449- Keep ----------- until you get to the crossroad and then turn left.(T-90) 

 1) go 2) to go 3) going 4) be going 

501- I was surprised that she left without ----------- good-bye to anyone. 

 1) say 2) to say 3) saying 4) being said 

505- The director of the program advised the students -------- time -------- material that was so out–of date. 

 1) to avoid wasting / reading 2) to avoid to waste / to read 

 3) avoid to waste / reading 4) avoiding wasting / reading 

508- Ali left his job because he was so tired of ----------- the some job, day after day.(E-92) 

 1) do 2) doing 3) to do 4) doing of 

208-Few people are prepared to work without……… 

 1-paying 2-to pay 3-being paid 4-to be paid 

209-Do you think they will succeed in……the work this week? (Z-81) 

 1-finishing 2-finished 3-finish 4-to finish 

303-The man was walking in the park. Suddenly he stopped….a cigarette, but he didn’t have a lighter. 

 1-to smoke 2-smoke 3-smoking 4-smokes 

304-This room will look very interesting when you’ve finished……it. 

 1-to paint 2-painting 3-paint 4-painted 

76-The students were told to make sure…..during the examination time at school. 

 1-their time to not waste 2-not to waste their time 

 3-that don’t waste their time 4-not wasting their time 

643-It is very important for her ........... exactly as the doctor says. 

 1.do 2.does 3.doing 4.to do 
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